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SECTION ONE: INTRODUCTION
There has been a rapid expansion of mHealth initiatives for maternal and newborn health (MNH) in
recent years. MCH mHealth initiatives have focused on a variety of topics such as information sharing,
reminders for appointments, training, and data collection. This report documents findings of a
landscape and literature review that focuses specifically on potential uses of mHealth technology to
improve data collection and measurement of maternal and newborn outcomes. Using mHealth to
improve data collection and measurement has great potential, given the need to improve quality
routine information on mortality to inform decision-making at local, national, and global levels.

DATA GAPS IN MNH
High-quality data is an essential component of any health system, yet many governments in lowermiddle income Countries (LMICs) lack the data necessary to support evidence-based planning and
resource allocation. This is especially true in rural and remote areas, with the most vulnerable
populations.1 In LMICs, birth registration misses roughly half of children, and up to 72% and 74% of
children in Sub Saharan Africa and South Asia, respectively.2 One of the greatest data gaps is related to
maternal mortality. As a rare event that may not occur in a health facility, it is extremely difficult to
capture, let alone diagnose the cause, especially in the remote, low-resource areas where many
maternal deaths occur. Persistently poor data on maternal mortality makes accurate monitoring of
global targets difficult and limits the ability to develop targeted, evidenced-based interventions and to
monitor progress.

MHEALTH FOR MNH
With increasing proliferation of cell phone ownership and network coverage throughout LMICs and the
development of innovative new mobile technology software, there is increasing promise for using
mobile technology to address health challenges. Mobile initiatives for health (mHealth) have expanded
rapidly in recent years (see Figure 1), and a significant proportion of these projects are exploring ways to
bridge data gaps in MNH. 3
Figure 1: Growing proliferation of mHealth initiatives
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With such a new and growing field, one of the challenges has been developing frameworks for
understanding mobile MNH projects, and for guiding programming. In particular, frameworks are
needed to more clearly categorize different kinds of mobile MNH projects, and to depict how they fit
into larger health strategies. For the purposes of this report, we rely on the recently developed 12
mHealth applications for RMNCH framework and the WHO Health Systems Strengthening Building
Blocks framework.

FRAMEWORKS FOR MOBILE MNH INITIATIVES
CATEGORIZING MOBILE MNH INITIATIVES
mHealth initiatives for MNH compromise a wide variety of different purposes. It is important to avoid
focusing too much on the mobile component itself, rather than the actual objectives of the project. The
mobile component, rather than a defining aspect of the initiative, is simply a method or a tool to achieve
certain objectives. Recognizing this fact, a team of experts from, UNICEF, WHO, and Frog Design recently
developed a classification system for mHealth initiatives for RMNCH (see Figure 2). They distinguish 12
different functions of mobile RMNCH projects, which they call “applications.” 4 Within these 12
applications, data collection is just one subset. Of the 12, Registries and vital events tracking (no. 3),
Reporting (no. 4), and Electronic Health Records (no. 5) all fit into the broader category of data
collection as outlined in this report.
Figure 2: 12 Common mHealth “Applications” for MNCH
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PLACING MOBILE MNH DATA COLLECTION INITIATIVES IN A LARGER HEALTH STRATEGY
After coming up with a framework for categorizing mobile initiatives for MNH, it is also helpful to
understand how these different applications fit into a broader health strategy. For MNH, there has been
a tendency to use the Three Delays model, which depicts the three barriers that women and girls face in
accessing and receiving quality care (see Figure 3). Different mobile MNH initiatives can be fit into one
or more of the three delays to show how they contribute to the overall strategy of overcoming barriers
to care and improving health outcomes. This model is appropriate for initiatives that focus on improving
health knowledge and behaviors, coverage of care, and delivery of care. For example, mobile
frameworks are designed to provide mothers with SMS reminders and tips for seeking care, cell phone
systems are used to improve referral networks, e-vouchers for transport are delivered to pregnant
women, CHWs use cell phones to manage patient caseloads or for assistance in diagnosis and
treatment, and so on.
Figure 3: the Three Delays Model
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Source: mHealth Alliance, Leveraging Mobile Technologies to Promote Maternal and Newborn
Health.

However, the Three Delays model is less useful for mobile MNH initiatives that focus on data collection,
which does not fit clearly into any of the three delays. Instead, The six health system categories that the
WHO identified as Health System Building Blocks, and which USAID has re-classified as dynamic and
overlapping health systems functions, provide a better lens through which to understand the potential
for mobile data collection (see Figure 4). This framework describes how illustrative mobile initiatives
can contribute to health systems more generally, but it can be applied to MNH specifically.
Figure 4: WHO Health System Building Blocks and Mobile T echnology
Illustrative Uses of Mobile Technology
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The Health Systems Strengthening framework informed the development of the 12 RMNCH applications,
so these applications fit effectively into the six WHO building blocks/USAID functions. As USAID has
highlighted, these six functions have an overlapping and complex relationship, which is demonstrated by
the cross-cutting benefits of mobile data collection.5 While data collection falls most clearly under the
Information Systems building block, mobile data collection can also enhance leadership and governance
and, depending on the program design, extend into the other four blocks.
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SECTION TWO: BENEFITS AND CHALLENGES OF MOBILE DATA COLLECTION
It is important to note that many of the factors affecting data quality on maternal mortality and MNH
generally stem from systemic weaknesses in health systems, socio-cultural factors, and the nature of the
data itself. The introduction of a new device alone cannot change these realities. In the past, the
proliferation of new technology – from radio, to the internet, to mobile phones – has repeatedly been
associated with a surge of enthusiasm for technology-driven development initiatives. In some cases,
there is a risk that this enthusiasm may overshadow the need for rigorous, evidence-based project
design and evaluation. This risk is closely tied to the tendency to develop technology-driven
interventions (rather than those that are designed to achieve a specific objective or address a specific
problem), or to let enthusiasm for a new kind of technology overshadow the need for user-centered
design rooted in the local project context. Finally, with a rapid surge of new projects, it will be difficult to
ensure that projects are based on a comprehensive, well-thought-out strategy that is integrated into
larger national strategies and systems. For all of these reasons, it is important that we employ an
appropriate amount of skepticism with the deployment of any new technology and not lose sight of the
fact that any technology is simply a tool, it does not fundamentally change the environment in which
initiatives operate.
That being said, mobile devices and frameworks (here frameworks refers to the group of software tools
and interfaces used to support apps for data collection, rather than the conceptual model) do have
certain features that can be leveraged to improve the effectiveness of data collection. To analyze these
in a more detailed way, it is necessary to first consider how mobile systems can support MNH data
collection. The 12 mobile applications for RMNCH provide a good foundation for this, specifically the
registries/vital events tracking, reporting, and electronic health record applications.

TYPICAL USES OF MOBILE DATA COLLECTION FOR MNH
REGISTRIES AND VITAL EVENTS TRACKING
Fairly basic mobile devices can be used to report basic vital events, as these events involve a limited,
discrete amount of information.6 The RapidSMS platform has been particularly successful for this kind of
reporting. A handful of projects have developed mobile systems for collecting vital registration data,
although these have typically focused on births. This system has scaled up to almost the entirety of
Nigeria and Uganda as well as a smaller pilot in Senegal.7

REPORTING
Mobile devices can be applied to more comprehensive, existing reporting or data collection systems on
MNH. This involves translating existing paper-based data collection forms to some sort of mobile survey
6

Examples include the Ca:sh program in India, the CommCare project in the Mbola village cluster of Tanzania, and the
Improving Reproductive and Child health services through ICT( e-RCH4BC) project in Tanzania (see appendix 1 of projects)
7
UNICEF. “Nigeria – Using Rapidsms for Birth Registration.” Stories of UNICEF Innovation. 2013.
http://unicefstories.org/2012/10/17/nigeria-using-rapidsms-for-birth-registration/ And Uganda Registration Services Bureau.
Uganda Mobile VRS. 2013. http://mobilevrs.co.ug/home.php and GSMA Mobile Identity Team. “Mobile Birth Registration in
Sub-Saharan
Africa:
A
case
study
of
Orange
Senegal
and
Uganda
Telecom
solutions.”
http://www.gsma.com/mobileidentity/wp-content/uploads/2013/05/Mobile-Birth-Registration-in-Sub-Saharan-Africa.pdf
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form, often using tablets or PDAs. For example, Health Management Information Systems in several
LMICs have been partly or wholly transferred to mobile devices using data collection and aggregation
software. DHIS2 is the most common such software although others, like OpenDataKit (ODK)-OpenHDS,
are also used. Kenya was the first Sub-Saharan African country to fully transfer its Health Information
System to DHIS2, and after one year the national monthly reporting rates were at 90%. 8

ELECTRONIC HEALTH RECORDS
Mobile devices can also be used to collect and share a variety of patient-level information through
electronic health records for mothers and newborns. Mobile frameworks for health records can allow
community health workers to access patient records remotely and to add information at the time of
service. Platforms like OpenMRS have been designed specifically for this purpose. 9
After establishing some of the different ways that mobile technology can be applied to MNH data
collection, it is easier to analyze the specific benefits that mobile technology can offer. In particular,
these benefits can be divided between those that increase the efficiency and accuracy of data collection
over paper based systems, and those that actually create new possibilities for data collection.

BENEFITS OF MOBILE DATA COLLECTION
INCREASED EFFICIENCY AND ACCURACY OVER PAPER BASED SYSTEMS
The potential for mobile technology to enhance existing systems lies in its ability to address some of the
inefficiencies and limitations of paper-based systems. Paper based reporting and data collection
requires extensive human resources for collection, compilation, and analysis. In this way, it is not
conducive to systematic aggregation of data from a variety of sources across a wide geographic area,
especially in low-resource settings. Even if data are consistently compiled at a central level, paper based
systems are not favorable for information sharing between facilities and health workers, which can
undermine reporting systems and create disconnects.
A UTOMATIC TRANSMISSION , AGGREGATION , AND ANALYSIS
In contrast, data collected through mobile devices can be instantly transmitted to a central database and
aggregated, analyzed, and exported. It is typical for mobile frameworks to automatically generate charts
and reports filtered in various ways. Most mobile frameworks can export data in different formats (CSV,
XML, etc.) that can be exported to statistical software for more in-depth analysis than that provided by
the mobile framework. Some also include auto-generation of reports in generic or customizable MySQL
formats (see Appendix 4: Database of Mobile Frameworks: Functionality). Depending on the nature of
the mobile framework, it may also be possible to automatically update or edit data forms on mobile
devices from the central interface, which can drastically reduce costs and enhance the adaptability of
data collection.
Automatic transmission and aggregation of data eliminates months of labor associated with data entry
of paper-based forms. This means that mobile data collection systems often cut data collection costs in
8
9

DHIS2: In Action. http://www.dhis2.org/inaction. 2013
For an example of the use of OpenMRS for MNH, see Thompson et al 2010.
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half.10 Not only do all of these features significantly lower costs of data surveillance, they have the
potential to address human resource constraints, as workers specifically focused on data entry can shift
to other tasks.11 Finally, by lowering costs and time requirements, mobile systems can help ensure that
data aggregation, analysis, and reporting actually occurs on a regular basis, which can be a problem in
low-resource settings.12
More timely data that is automatically aggregated into an easily readable format in a web interface
opens up a variety of possibilities for improved use of and monitoring of data collection. This is one of
the major benefits identified by stakeholders in the mobile birth registration system in Nigeria, which
has almost scaled to the national level. Through the web-based data dashboard, national, state, and
local authorities can monitor data entry on a consistent basis and monitor the reporting of each specific
registration agent. This has significantly enhanced accountability in data collection. In the words of the
Lagos State Head of Department, “there is no more hiding place for lazy registrars.”13
Automatic transmission, aggregation, and analysis of data can also create new possibilities for real-time
or near real-time data collection that can be highly valuable for MNH. This will be discussed further in
the “New possibilities for data collection” section.
D ATA VALIDATION AND ACCURACY
Enhanced supervision and automatic validation functions can improve accuracy of reporting over paperbased methods. Depending on the nature of the mobile data collection platform used, there are a
variety of potential features that can enhance the accuracy and completeness of data. Data quality
tends to suffer from non-sampling errors like incomplete data entry, misunderstanding by health
workers, and falsification. When using forms on mobile devices, administrators can often incorporate
required entry of fields so that health workers cannot submit incomplete forms. Administrators can also
address data errors by specifying data ranges, providing multiple choice options, and including autofilling of certain data fields. In general, limiting the number of free-form data fields improves the
accuracy of data. 14 Java-enabled and smartphones are capable of supporting forms with skip logic and
conditional responses. For example, a health worker entering data on women of reproductive age
(WRA) may first answer whether or not a woman is pregnant. If she is pregnant, the health worker will
be prompted to answer several more questions about the pregnancy. If not, all of these questions will
be skipped.
Data validation features can also be included that require health workers to review the data they have
entered prior to submitting it, and that provide general or specific error messages following submission.
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Other features, such as GPS location and data entry time and duration can limit the ability of health
workers to falsify data.15
Finally, with automatic transmission of data and central databases where data can be filtered and
monitored, it is much easier to quickly identify errors and contact the individual who has entered the
data, potentially before she has even left the field. Researchers have also demonstrated that algorithms
can be used to automatically detect data outliers that could be associated with data errors or
falsification.16 By combining these different data validation and accuracy functions, studies have shown
that data collected by CHWs using mobile devices had fewer errors than paper-based data.17 These
accuracy-checking functions are particularly important when managing data collection by a large,
decentralized group of data collectors, as is the case with CHWs, community health volunteers (CHVs),
TBAs, and community key informants (CKIs).
I MPROVED DATA SHARING
The ability to facilitate data sharing is another important advantage of mobile data collection. Data that
is automatically aggregated and remotely accessible enables a variety of actors at all levels of the system
to access data, with negligible additional labor or costs (although it will require a cell or internet signal).
The ultimate effectiveness of enhanced data sharing will depend on the program design and actual
uptake in the health system, but mobile systems create the potential. For example, the ease with which
data is shared via mobile devices can help limit the hierarchical model of data collection where data is
funneled to a central health office but not necessarily returned to lower-level health facilities and
workers. The Midwives with Mobiles project in Ghana identified the potential to do this down to the
midwife level. They provided midwives with skills to access and analyze patient data on the mobile
devices to alleviate their sense that they were simply data recorders. Midwives responded positively to
this component and embraced the opportunity to analyze patient data themselves. With this
empowerment and improved access to knowledge, the program also sought to increase the
effectiveness of midwives.18 These expanded opportunities for data sharing can also be seen as an
example of how mobile devices not only increase the efficiency of paper-based systems, but can also
create new possibilities for data collection.
The Rapid SMS-MCH system in the Musanze district of Rwanda demonstrates another interesting
possibility for data sharing – if a CHW witnesses complications in a pregnancy, he or she sends a special
emergency message that is sent not only to the central database, but also to the driver of the nearest
ambulance vehicle driver.19

15

See Birnbaum et al 2012.
See Birnbaum et al 2012
17
Bernabe-Ortiz A, Curioso WH, Gonzales MA, Evangelista W, Castagnetto JM, et al. “Handheld computers for self-administered
sensitive data collection: a comparative study in Peru.” BMC Med Inform Decision Making 8: 11 (2008).
18
Chib. “The Aceh Besar midwives with mobile phones project: Design and evaluation perspectives using the information and
communication technologies for healthcare development model.” Journal of Computer-Mediated Communication. 15 (2010)
500–525
19
Ngabo et al. “Designing and Implementing an Innovative SMS-based alert system (RapidSMS-MCH) to monitor pregnancy and
reduce maternal and child deaths in Rwanda.” The Pan African Medical Journal. 2012; 13: 31.
16
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NEW POSSIBILITIES OF MOBILE DATA COLLECTION
R EAL TIME OR NEAR REAL TIME DATA COLLECTION
The ambulance alert function in the Rwandan Rapid SMS-MCH system in Rwanda highlights not just the
enhanced potential for data sharing, but also the possibilities of real-time or near real-time data
collection that is possible with mobile devices. Not only are data available in real time, they can be
automatically analyzed and translated into charts and graphs that are easy to interpret, or shared widely
in the form of alerts or other messages. This system facilitates improved monitoring and surveillance as
well as improved response and delivery of crucial interventions in a timely manner. The Rwandan Rapid
SMS-MCH system demonstrated increased facility deliveries after the introduction of Rapid SMS as well
as reductions in intra uterine fetal death, maternal deaths in facilities, and child deaths.20
GPS LOCATION AND GEOGRAPHIC ANALYSIS
Certain features of mobile systems enable new kinds of data collection, analysis, and reporting, or
support functions that were not feasible through non-mobile systems. One such function is the
collection of GPS location data and geographic analysis. There has been growing enthusiasm for and use
of GPS location and mapping for MNH in recent years as stakeholders become increasingly aware of the
possibilities associated with this information.
A variety of methods can be used to collect GPS location data when using mobile phones. The most
straightforward method involves using GPS-enabled phones that send GPS coordinates from wherever
the data were entered. Because GPS operates with a satellite, the phone does not necessarily need
network or internet connectivity to record location. However, this method may not be useful in
situations where technical or budget limitations require using more basic phones that are not GPSenabled. In such cases, location data can be gathered by identifying the cell towers used to transmit the
data. This allows for data collection on basic phones, but may be less precise and requires consent of the
cell phone company. Finally, a code (to be entered by the data collector) or each data collector’s phone
number can be linked with a location to give approximate location information. 21 Some mobile
frameworks support automatic mapping of data through Google Maps, MapBox, ArcGIS, or other
programs. Such location-specific data can be extremely valuable for data like maternal mortality that has
typically only been available at the national or first administrative level. By communicating a variety of
data in a clear, accessible format, maps can also serve as an important tool for policy makers.
Another important advantage of GPS data is that it allows for geographical analysis of health outcomes,
coverage, and access to care. In Mexico, the Secretary of Health used geographic analysis to assess
where maternal deaths were occurring compared to coverage of maternal care. While this helped
identify areas of low met need, it also provided other valuable insights: in the Oaxaca State, many
women died en route to hospitals, despite the fact that they had already passed several facilities
providing EmOC services. This pattern may suggest poor quality of other facilities or lack of knowledge,

20

Kalach, “Saving mothers and newborn lives in the community using RapidSMS technology- experience from Musanze district
of Rwanda.” International Conference On Community Health. Kigali: 25-28 January 2011.
21
Personal Communication, Stephane Boyera, World Wide Web Foundation. 17 July 2013
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but most importantly it highlights a specific and important issue affecting maternal mortality that needs
to be further explored and addressed.22
Modules have also been developed to perform a variety of complex geographic modeling and analysis
functions that can be especially valuable for health policy makers. One example is AccessMod.
AccessMod can model more precise estimates of access to EmOC and BEmOC facilities based off of
actual health resources and travel times. This can be used to provide recommendations for where
resources should be invested in building new facilities or upgrading existing facilities to have the largest
impact. Additionally, it can be used to estimate the effectiveness of interventions like provision of
motorized transport for increasing access to care, as was done in Uganda. AccessMod has been
implemented in Burkina Faso, Cambodia, Laos, Malawi, and Rwanda. 23
O THER MULTIMEDIA
Beyond GPS data, feature phones, smartphones, and other complex mobile devices can be an efficient
way to collect multimedia data like pictures, audio, and video that can add a layer of depth to existing
data. Use of multimedia can also enhance the data collection capabilities of lower literate CHWs. 24
Additionally, audio, video, and pictures can be an effective way to communicate information to patients
and improve the experience of patients and CHWs. 25
S UPPORTING MULTIPLE FUNCTIONS
One of the most valuable characteristics of mobile data collection is its ability to support a variety of
other functions beyond basic gathering of information, including functions that are highly important for
MNH. A variety of MNH mobile data collection projects provide interesting examples of how multiple
functions are combined with data collection. The mHMtaani project in Kenya combines counseling and
decision support application for CHWs with a data collection application.26 The CommCare project in
Tanzania and the Microsoft Research project along the Thai-Myanmar border provide reminders,
checklists, and support for CHWs as they input data about their visits with pregnant women and
mothers.27 The SMS Tech for Health project in Ethiopia plans to include an alert system to prompt
response in the case of emergencies, and also has an option to send tips and information to mothers
who register based on the patient data that is entered into their record.28
Most existing projects conducting mobile MNH data collection combine multiple functions in their
mobile system. Particularly given the lack of evidence on collecting accurate, comprehensive data,
combining multiple functions can help increase the effectiveness and support of a given program in a
22

Secretaria de Salud and Instituto Nacional de Salud Publica, “Emergency Obstetric Care in Mexico: Is Need Met?: Generating
evidence for better planning and decision making using GIS.”
23
Ebener, Steeve. “Investing the marginal dollar for MNH: Geographic Accessibility Coverage Analysis.” WHO: Knowledge
transfer and policy discussion workshop, Lilongwe March 19th, 2013
24
Chatfield, Javetski, and Lesh. “CommCare Evidence Base.” CommCare. Februar 2013.
25
Treatman and Lesh. “Strengthening Community Health Systems with Localized Multimedia Mobile for Development.” Mobiles
for Development. 2012.
26
See Pathfinder. “mHMtaani: Bringing mobile health to the community.”2012 http://www.pathfinder.org/ourwork/projects/mobile-phones-for-maternal-and-child-health.html
27
See Svornos et al and Kaewkungwal et al.
28
Health Unbound. Explore: SMS Tech for Health. 2013. http://sites.healthunbound.org/content/sms-tech-health
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context of limited resources and competing priorities. For this reason, in several of the projects listed in
Appendix 1 and described in Section Three, data collection is often a secondary objective compared to
other objectives like case management or decision support.
D ECENTRALIZED DATA COLLECTION
While still in need of more testing, mobile phones may also facilitate forms of data collection that are
not otherwise feasible, particularly when it comes to data collection from a large group of disparate data
collectors. Automatic transmission and aggregation of data, improved data surveillance, and data
accuracy and validation features enable decentralized data collection. While relatively untested, there is
potential to leverage mobile devices for data collection by various community figures, along the lines of
community key information (CKI) systems that have been implemented in non-mobile formats in the
past.29 For example, in Senegal, village chiefs and municipal leaders are now using cell phones to report
births in their communities, using java-enabled phones to submit information on births to the state
register. The village chiefs are enthusiastic about the greater efficiency of the system –despite initial
limited technological literacy – and are encouraging other forms of mobile registration, including death
registration.30
An even more decentralized form of data collection that may be facilitated by mobile devices is direct
polling of households. Given the considerable costs of physically visiting a large, representative sample
of households, such information is typically only collected every five years through a large household
survey such as the DHS or every 10 years through a census. With increasing cell phone ownership and
network coverage there is a growing potential for polling large numbers of households using mobile
phones.
Due to relative low, selective response rates, household polling is useful for surveying popular options
and perspectives. It is not useful for collecting comprehensive health data on maternal mortality, which
is a rare and sensitive event.31 A World Bank study of an experimental phone survey on social, political,
and material conditions in South Sudan provides interesting insight into some of the possibilities and
challenges associated with mobile phone polling. While the researchers concluded that selective
attrition did not bias survey results, the response rate was low, at 52 percent by their fourth and final
month of data collection. Additionally, they found that variation in cell coverage affected response, with
significant variation in response across different regions. The researchers concluded that other factors,
such as technical difficulties, technological literacy, and sharing and selling of phones also affected
response rates. Additionally, they noted that respondents were hesitant to provide sensitive
information over the phone, including political questions and providing details about family members.32
These are important considerations given the sensitivity of a topic like maternal mortality.

29

Examples include Barnett et al 2008, Maskey et al 2011, Olson et al 2002, and Qomariyah et al 2010. For an example of a
methodology for CKI data collection, see Immpact 2009.
30
GSMA Mobile Identity Team. “Mobile Birth Registration in Sub-Saharan Africa: A case study of Orange Senegal and Uganda
Telecom solutions.” GSMA. April 2013.
3131
For examples, see the case studies of one popular mobile phone survey software, GeoPoll: https://geopoll.net/case-studies
32
Demombynes et. Al 2013.
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CHALLENGES OF MOBILE MNH DATA COLLECTION
The technical issues and other limitations encountered by the World Bank experimental phone survey
suggest some of the challenges facing mobile MNH data collection more generally. Mobile MNH data
collection can facilitate new data collection and analysis opportunities and provide significant benefits
for efficiency, cost, and accuracy. However, such methods can also introduce new costs and challenges.
The ultimate desirability of mobile MNH data collection depends on the specific context and data
collection objectives as well as the way that the mobile system itself is designed, implemented, and used
by stakeholders.
The challenges associated with mobile MNH data collection are largely those faced by mobile data
collection generally, and can be broken into technical challenges and system challenges. In light of the
technical and systems challenges, additional initial costs associated with purchasing mobile devices,
developing a mobile framework, and training may also be a barrier to adoption or scaling up of mobile
data collection systems.

TECHNICAL CHALLENGES
Interest in mHealth is driven by impressive statistics about the rapidly increasing penetration of mobile
phones: there are currently 6.7 billion SIM card subscriptions, with 80% of the new subscriptions in 2011
coming from LMICs.33 Commercial wireless signals cover 85% of the world’s population. 34 However, the
image of universal mobile access does not hold true in LMICs. A variety of technical challenges limit
access to and use of mobile phones across these countries, especially in remote areas. In particular,
major challenges include limited cell phone coverage, limited ownership of cell phones (or sharing of cell
phones), limited or unreliable electricity coverage, limited technological literacy among the population,
and real literacy and language constraints. Additionally, the limited flexibility of mobile data entry can
create challenges for data collectors.
N ETWORK C OVERAGE
Wireless signals currently reach 85% of the global population. However, when coverage exists, it may be
spotty, available only in certain areas and through certain providers. Coverage of 3G and wireless is
likely to be significantly more limited and should be a consideration when selecting the type of mobile
device and data transmission used. All of these factors are serious barriers to effective mobile data
collection. There are opportunities to address these challenges: 1) data can be stored and sent
automatically when a signal is reached (although the phone must have sufficient space to store the
data); 2) incentive structures can be created to ensure that data collectors are motivated to seek out
spots with coverage; and 3) agreements can be made with multiple mobile operators to ensure that the
company with the best coverage in each region can be used. These options will likely create additional
costs, however, and may not be perfect solutions depending on the context.
C ELL PHONE OWNERSHIP
33
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Data on ownership of mobile phones can also be misleading: 54% of the 6.7 billion SIM cards across the
globe belong to those with multiple subscriptions. This number jumps to 61% for the developing world.
This leaves significant portions of the population without access to a mobile phone.35 Estimates suggest
that 40% of the population in developing countries have a mobile phone subscription. Due to phone
sharing, the proportion of those with access to phones is likely over 50%.36 Limited ownership of cell
phones and the tendency for cell phones to be shared among family members and friends may create
some challenges for mobile data collection. This will likely be a greater challenge for mHealth initiatives
that try to contact patients directly, but may also be a problem for projects that rely on data collectors
that do not collect data as part of their professional responsibilities (i.e., CKIs that are not part of the
formal health system), or projects where data collectors are expected to use their personal phones for
collecting data. The common phenomenon of a public or family cell phone may make it difficult to
ensure that a data collector consistently has their own phone. For this reason, it may be preferable if
data collectors are provided with phones, rather than expected to use their own. Even if all or most data
collectors have phones, it can be extremely difficult to provide training, maintenance, and support for a
wide variety of different phones. Additionally, there may be resistance to the idea of using personal
phones for professional purposes, especially if mobile data collection creates an additional task. 37
E LECTRICITY
Lack of electricity is another major challenge for mHealth initiatives. 250 million people around the
world have access to a cell signal but do not have reliable electricity. This is in addition to another 1.5
billion who have access to neither.38 Solar-powered chargers and other alternative energy sources may
be able to help address this issue. In one program, data collectors were actually provided with bicycles
that generated electricity to charge phones. This had the benefit of providing them with a form of
transport to collect data, a way to charge their own phones, and also an opportunity to make money by
charging other community members a small fee to charge their phones for them.39 This design, while
fairly elaborate, has the benefit of also providing incentives to data collectors for data collection
generally, and to encourage them to keep their cell phones charged. Limited electricity will also be an
important consideration in selecting the type of phone used, as more basic phones require considerably
less charge than more complex feature and smart phones. It may also be necessary to limit use to
profession or essential uses to avoid draining the battery. Communities may have already developed
various solutions for limited electricity and charging phones that are also suitable for mobile data
collection efforts.
T ECHNOLOGICAL L ITERACY
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Another challenge is the level of technological literacy among the population. Limited technological
literacy could create discomfort with the mobile system, discourage use, or jeopardize the accuracy of
data collection. This is especially likely if the project relies on more complex phones or phones that are
not common in the project site. The technology capabilities and preferences of data collectors should be
considered when selecting mobile devices. With appropriate training, even those with limited
technological literacy can become proficient with new technology fairly quickly, but this will likely only
occur when they feel a degree of enthusiasm for the new technology.40
L ANGUAGE AND LITERACY
Literacy itself is another limitation for mobile data collection, as is language. Depending on the type of
data collectors used, there may not be full or even majority literacy. In such cases, it is preferable to use
voice-based systems like IVR, call centers, or basic voice calling. While literacy is an important
consideration, it is not a challenge specific to mobile data collection. In fact, by providing non-written
forms of communication, mobile data collection can overcome this challenge that would likely be
crippling for paper-based methods. However, mobile devices may be more difficult to tailor to a variety
of local languages. Depending on the script and type of mobile device and software used, mobile
systems may not support all languages, or it may be difficult to support multiple languages in a single
system. Paper systems provide a much more flexible format in this regard. In such cases, voice-based
systems would again be preferable.
L IMITED F LEXIBILITY OF M OBILE SYSTEMS
Beyond the difficulty of adapting to different languages, the limited flexibility of mobile data collection
systems can present other challenges when switching from paper-based forms. Each different type of
mobile device and form of data transmission has its own limitations when it comes to structuring
questions and the range of responses. Structured SMS has no flexibility in the data provided and limited
range in the kind of information that can be collected, basic and feature phones without a keyboard will
not be conducive to long or free responses, etc. Ideally a mobile device and framework can be adapted
to fully accommodate the range of questions and information needed. However, in most systems data
collectors will have less ability to add additional information to regular data collection, which could be
an important source of information on the needs and conditions on the ground. Additionally, data
collectors may struggle with a more rigid system, which could affect accuracy and willingness to
report.41

SYSTEMS CHALLENGES
Outside of the technical challenges associated with using mobile devices, implementing a mobile data
collection system will entail new kinds of coordination. Most mobile data collection systems require
establishing some sort of agreement with a mobile operator, especially in cases where the costs
associated with data transmission are paid for using a special mechanism, as with a toll-free number, or
40
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IVRS. Establishing such agreements may take several weeks or even months, especially if agreements
must be made with multiple companies. The difficulty associated with such agreements depends on the
nature of the mobile operator economy (if it is dominated by one or two large companies, or made up of
multiple, small or medium companies). As mentioned previously, poor cell coverage may require
working with multiple mobile operators to maximize coverage in every region.
Another important systems challenge is ensuring that the mobile data collection system is compatible
with the existing, larger health information systems. One of the major weaknesses of existing mHealth
data collection efforts is their fragmented nature, with many pilot projects that are not necessarily
connected with each other or official reporting or surveillance systems. This fragmentation stems partly
from the fact that many mobile initiatives are not scaled up due to a continued lack of evidence on their
cost-effectiveness or performance.42 Additionally, in the climate of rapidly expanding, fairly small pilot
projects led by a variety of organizations, communication and coordination between different projects
and national stakeholders has been a challenge. This issue of coordination is partly technical – mobile
frameworks and software may not be compatible with those of other projects or national systems. In
particular, project software may not be compatible with the country’s HMIS software, may not use
locally-available devices, or in country coding language preferences.
However, the issues of coordination are also more general, with limited efforts to identify shared
objectives and a tendency to develop parallel systems. In the case of MNH data collection, for example,
there is considerable potential to build off of systems that already exist for things like disease
surveillance and vaccination monitoring. Improving this coordination will require more established
working groups and regular communication between all actors, ideally with leadership by national
actors, as well as precedents and standards for collaboration. This is not an easy task in the context of
the current landscape of mHealth projects.
Uganda actually established a moratorium on all mHealth initiatives in 2012 in order align the wide array
of small-scale projects with national priorities and systems. All over the country, donors had launched
pilot projects with different, incompatible technologies that did not feed into national databases (see
Figure 5). Currently, they are developing a clear eHealth policy and strategic framework. Additionally,
they are migrating dozens of separate historical databases from different projects into their DHIS 2
system.43 Uganda’s efforts are an important step towards improved coordination and effectiveness of
mHealth initiatives, as well as a testimony to the highly complicated, uncoordinated environment that
has developed as a result of the surge in technology-driven mHealth projects in recent years.
Figure 5: mHealth Projects in Uganda (2012)
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Source: McCann. “The Ugandan mHealth Moratorium is a Good Thing.” ICT Works

Mobile data collection systems will require investing in hardware, software, data storage (through a
local server, hosting, or cloud-computing service provider), training, and maintenance. While mobile
data collection can reduce costs in other areas, these are considerable upfront investments. The costs of
data transmission varies between different methods and is another important consideration,
particularly as it is important to consistently fully cover the costs faced by the data collector so that cost
does not serve as a barrier to reporting. These costs will also depend on the agreement that is arranged
with the mobile operators. In the context of limited resources, these costs cannot be dismissed,
especially when trying to bring a project to scale and to ensure its sustainability.
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SECTION THREE: PAST & EXISTING MNH MOBILE DATA COLLECTION PROJECTS

We identified 34 past and existing MNH mobile data collection projects around the world (see Appendix
1 for information on each project). Few of these projects document the details of their work in grey
papers or publications, and less than half of projects have dedicated webpages. Thus, it is difficult to
find detailed information about the projects. We attempted to fill information gaps through interviews
with individuals associated with projects and technical advisors in the sector. Still, for some projects our
information is quite basic. Based on this experience and the knowledge that professional
communication in the mHealth field is often poor, it is likely that we have “missed” additional MNH
mobile data collection projects. Despite these limitations, in this section we offer descriptive statistics
of the project data that we gathered.

TIMELINE OF PROJECTS
In 2002, Dimagi launched the first MNH mobile data collection project in India. In 2008 through 2009,
six new projects were launched. Then, starting in 2010 there was a surge of MNH mHealth data
collection projects. This surge is typical of the mHealth industry (see Figure 1 on mHealth initiatives over
time) and was likely driven by the rise of new, inexpensive technologies and the spread of mobile
access. However, additional factors may have influenced the uptake in MNH mobile data collection.
One driver could be the international community’s greater call to meet MDGs 4 and 5 and the need for
accurate maternal and child data in order to do so. Secondly, the growing political momentum to collect
better vital statistics in low-resource countries likely contributed to the new birth registration and
related MNH data collection efforts.44 The seeming decrease in new projects over the past year could
be misrepresentative in that some newer projects may not have released information yet. However,
this dip could accurately portray a decrease in new initiatives, perhaps caused by consolidation of
efforts, decline in pilot projects, saturation of potential sites, or ebbing enthusiasm and greater caution
for mHealth projects overall.
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Figure 6: Newly Launched MNH Mobile Data Collection Projects
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GEOGRAPHY OF PROJECTS
The vast majority (79%) of past and current MNH mobile data collection projects have taken place in
Sub-Saharan Africa. Specifically, these countries include Nigeria (4), Kenya (3), Rwanda (3), Malawi (2),
Ghana (2), Ethiopia (2), Zambia (2), Uganda (2), Tanzania (2), Senegal (2), Liberia (1), and Cote d’Ivoire
(1). In addition, there are three projects in South Asia: one in Bangladesh and two in India. In Southeast
Asia, one project took place in Indonesia and another was launched along the Thai-Myanmar border.
Finally, there have been two projects in South America, one project in Colombia and another in Peru.
This distribution of MNH mobile data collection projects is largely in line with Countdown to 2015’s list
of 75 priority nations for maternal and child health.45 The project in Colombia is the only initiative in a
non-priority country.
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Figure 7: Location of MNH Mobile Data Collection Project Types
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PROJECT APPLICATIONS
Mobile data collection is a relatively broad term. Each of the 34 projects identified has unique
objectives and methods that relate to MNH data collection. As discussed previously, we used the 12
RMNCH ICT application framework to categorize the 34 mobile data collection projects as (1) registries
and vital events tracking, (2) reporting, or (3) electronic health records. Many of the 34 projects include
more than one of these data-related applications as well as other mHealth applications. In reviewing
each project, we assessed the main data collection application and then categorized the projects based
upon that component. Fifteen of the 34 projects focus on electronic health records. These initiatives
enable health workers to collect and maintain patient and treatment data on mobile devices in the field
and/or at facilities. The second largest group of projects comprises the 14 that focus on vital events
tracking and registration. Most of these projects address birth registration, but one or two register
other events such as deaths, pregnancies, or immunizations. Vital registration projects, which are
largely national efforts, have been increasing over time (see Figure 8). This is possibly caused by the
international community’s push to increase the registration of births in LMICs. The core application of
the remaining 5 projects is reporting. These projects use mobile devices to collect survey and/or patient
data for reporting purposes, typically as part of the HMIS.
Figure 8: Distribution of Primary Project Applications
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Figure 9: Project Types Launched Each Year
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SCALE OF PROJECTS
We also broke down the 34 projects by scale. Thirteen projects (38%) are either currently functioning
countrywide or are in the process of scaling to the national level. Nine of those 13 nationalized projects
are national birth registration initiatives. The remaining 21 projects occur on a smaller scale at the
district or municipal level. These projects are either one-off initiatives or pilots that may scale up based
on results and stakeholder interest.
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Figure 10: Scale of MNH Mobile Data Collection Projects
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PROJECT DONORS
The number and type of donors that support MNH mobile data collection projects varies significantly.
We were not able to identify the donor(s) for eight (24%) of the projects. The remaining 26 projects
varied significantly in the type and number of donors. While some projects were supported by one main
donor, others were funded by consortiums of up to 20 donors, including United Nations agencies,
governmental development agencies, ministries of health, NGOs, and private corporations. We
identified 36 distinct donors for 26 projects. The most common donors are UNICEF (11 projects), USAID
(6 projects), and WHO (5 projects).
Figure 11: Key Donors of MNH Mobile Data Collection Projects
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CASE STUDIES
Here we highlight two cases of MNH mobile data collection. Both of these projects were launched over
the past few years in Sub-Saharan Africa. However, they differ significantly in their data collection
applications, objectives, and methods. Both cases are in the process of scaling to a national level and
exemplify several best practices outlined in a later section of this report.

Case Study #1: Birth Registration in Uganda
Overview
In 2012, Unicef and Uganda Telecom deployed a mobile birth registration system in
Uganda. At the facility level, health workers register births through a web-based
application on computers or 3G cell phones. In the community, village leaders and
regional administrators register births using USSD text communication on basic cell
phones with SIM cards. These community leaders reportedly prefer the mobile data
collection to the previous paper-based system and enjoy the opportunity to sell
airtime and mobile money. Both the community and facility reporting systems record
the birth in a central national database and expedite birth certificate acquisition.
Notable Features
 Both facility and community-based mobile data collection
 Incorporation into existing health information systems
 Strong public-private partnership with revenue model
 Stakeholder involvement at local and national level
 Innovative incentives structures
 Easy to use system that is well received by data collectors and parents
 Designed for scale
Donor: Unicef
Implementers: Unicef, Uganda Telecom
Technology:
Facility Reporting: web-based application on computers or 3G phones
Community Reporting: USSD via SIM card on basic phones
Timeline & Location:
2012: Pilot in 3 government hospitals (6 local government areas)
2012-2013: Expansion into remaining 131 hospitals (61 local government areas)
Source: GSMA Mobile Identity Group. “Mobile birth registration in sub-saharan Africa: A case study of
Orange Senegal and Uganda Telecom solutions.” April 2013.
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Case Study #2: MOTECH in Ghana
Overview
In 2010, Ghana Health Service collaborated with Grameen Foundation to launch a
pregnancy tracking and reporting system using Mobile Technology for Community Health
(MOTECH). The MOTECH system comprises a facility-based reporting application for nurses
as well as a health promotion application for pregnant women in the community.
Community Health Volunteers (CHVs) register pregnant women with the MOTECH system
and sign the women up for the “Mobile Midwife” application, which sends healthy
pregnancy information and alerts. For nurses, the project provides low-end, Java-enabled
cell phones at rural health facilities. The nurses use the MOTECH nurse application on the
phones to fill out patient forms when pregnant women visit the clinics. The MOTECH
system integrates patient information and appointment schedules with the “Mobile
Midwife” messages and alerts. In addition, pregnant women and CHVs have access to a tollfree MOTECH phone number, which they can use to retrieve MOTECH messages and report
unattended or TBA-attended births in the community.
Notable Features
 Mobile data collection combined with other RMNCH applications (behavior change &
alerts)
 Strong process and outcome monitoring and evaluation components
 National ownership
 Incorporation into existing health information systems
 Designed for scale
 Privacy and security features
Donor: Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation
Implementers: Ghana Health Services, Grameen Foundation, Columbia University’s Mailman School of Public
Health
Technology:
Facility Reporting: MOTECH Nurse application on Java-enabled phones
Health Promotion: MOTECH “Mobile Midwife” application on basic cell phones
Alert System: Live call center and IVR
Timeline & Location:
2010: Piloted in Upper East Region
2011: Replicated in Awulu Senya district, Central Region
2013: Ongoing, routine data collection with intention to scale nationally and beyond
Source: Grameen Foundation. “Mobile technology for health in Ghana: What it is and what Grameen
Foundation has learned so far 2nd edition”. September 2012.
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The increase in large-scale, complex MNH mobile data collection programs over the past few years
demonstrates that the mHealth community is maturing. There is growing substantiation that mobile
data collection is a useful tool for filling MNH data gaps. Despite this progress, however, significant
evidence gaps remain in the field.

SECTION FOUR: ISSUES AND GAPS IN MNH MOBILE DATA COLLECTION
KNOWLEDGE BASE
Despite the excitement surrounding mHealth’s potential to fill MNH data gaps, there is a need for a
more rigorous pursuit of evidence surrounding the feasibility, accuracy and cost-effectiveness of MNH
mobile data collection. Many studies lack the rigor and evaluation components necessary to
meaningfully contribute to the mHealth knowledge base and ecosystem.46 Few studies, for example,
use recommended evaluation practices, such as randomization, comparison to baseline data, disclosure
of study limitations and design, and appropriate sample size.47 To our knowledge, no studies have
tested the accuracy of mobile MNH data collection against enumerated, household data or other
reliable sources. Thus, we have no concrete knowledge regarding the effectiveness of the method. This
is particularly relevant given the significant recent efforts by WHO and UNICEF to roll out mobile-based
vital registration systems in low-resources nations. 48,49,50 Similarly, few studies analyze the true
efficiency or economic benefits of mobile data collection and none have generated robust and
conclusive cost comparisons.51 In addition, few studies make efforts to compare accuracy and feasibility
of data collection across mobile data technologies and techniques. One often-cited exception is Patnaik
et al’s study, which compared the error rates and costs of CHW mobile data collection in Bihar, India
across three methods: SMS on low-tech phones, electronic forms on PDAs, and live operator interface.
This study, however, only compares the accuracy of data entry and does not assess the capacity
reporters to collect truly accurate data using mobile technologies. Moreover, those who emphasize a
user-based design approach could argue that that Patnaik’s results lack external validity. Overall, there
is a need for rigorous testing of mobile data collection in order to evaluate the quality of different
methods of mobile-based data collection, the relative difficulty of initiating a mobile MNH data
collection system, and the comparative costs involved.
There is also a need for greater communication among MNH mobile data collection experts and
implementers. Thus far, research and implementation of MNH mobile data collection has been
fragmented, mostly consisting of pilot studies and programs created in silos that address one aspect of
MNH data collection. Few projects publicize or widely distribute the details of their experiences,
including methods, results, successes and failures. This lack of professional communication inhibits the
accumulation of evidence and stunts progress in the field. As donors, governments and policy-makers
face competing priorities and limited resources, the consolidation of strong mHealth evidence is
imperative to gaining their support.

VALIDITY OF D ECENTRALIZED DATA COLLECTION
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Researchers have not fully explored nor confirmed the potential of informal data collectors to gather
and submit MNH data using mobile phones. One of the key advantages of mobile data collection is the
opportunity to decentralize reporting systems. CKIs, such as traditional birth attendants, village leaders,
and teachers, may have both the social network and the local knowledge to supplement weak or
nonexistent formal data collection systems. A decentralized surveillance system using CKIs could
provide governments with a low-cost, sustainable data collection opportunity. Thus, CKI networks could
be important tools in filling MNH and, specifically, maternal mortality data gaps. A few mHealth projects
have used CKIs to collect health data using mobile devices. For example, UNICEF is rolling out CKI-based
mobile data collection systems for birth registration in Cote d’Ivoire and Uganda. Despite these efforts,
it is still unclear whether CKIs and other alternative mobile data collectors are feasible and accurate
sources of MNH data. Researchers have tested the efficacy of paper-based CKI data collection for
pregnancy-related deaths using the capture-recapture method. This test showed CKI networks to be
valuable sources of MNH data. Still, no study has fully explored the potential of CKI mobile data
collection.

SUSTAINABILITY & SCALE
There is also a lack of evidence surrounding sustaining and scaling MNH mobile data initiatives. The
mHealth community has repeatedly called for greater sustainability and replication of mobile data
collection initiatives. However, technical advisors provide only vague and fragmented guidance
regarding methods for achieving sustainability and scale. Even projects that heed the advice do not
necessarily endure. In 2008, for example a WHO pilot MNH data collection project in Senegal
successfully generated local and national buy-in and strong support for scaling, yet implementers were
still unable to scale the project. Despite the interest, leaders could neither ensure incentives for
sustained project support nor identify the financial mechanisms to train staff and purchase hardware. 52
The project leaders lacked the tools and knowledge to sustain the project. More recently, development
organizations have responded to the call for sustainability and scale. Implementers increasingly include
revenue and support models in project designs and plan for national operation at the outset. For
example, the WHO and UNICEF recently launched national mobile-based vital registration initiatives in
Liberia, Uganda, Nigeria, Kenya, Rwanda, and Colombia. Many of these projects, however, remain
resource-heavy initiatives and may be difficult to sustain and replicate. Moreover, the projects are
largely in early phases, so it is difficult to assess their success. As the evidence stands, it remains unclear
whether scaling and sustaining MNH mobile data collection programs is an attainable goal. Where
appropriate, implementers should test suggested methods in the field. This is a particularly pressing
need, as donors and policy-makers expect funded programs to become both self-sustaining and
replicable within a short time-frame.

FRAMEWORKS & STANDARDS
Related to the lack of evidence is the need for frameworks to guide MNH mobile data collection
programming, evaluation, and policy. In terms of programming, implementers lack the evidence-based
frameworks and decision instruments needed to appropriately design MNH data collection programs
and to select and implement mHealth technologies. The Three-Delays Model has been the dominant
model but it is not particularly useful for understanding the potential of MNH mobile data collection.
Rather, MNH mobile data collection is better understood in the context of the Health Systems
Strengthening Framework. The new 12 RMNCH ICT application framework may provide a better
structure to describe program components and assess how specific mHealth RMNCH projects fit with
52
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country needs and larger health strategies.53 However, more work is needed to guide MNH mobile data
collection programming.
Internationally recognized frameworks for monitoring and evaluation, including standardized indicators,
are also critical to the development of an evidence base for MNH mobile data collection. 54 Thakkar et al.
recently helped fill this gap by providing a reference guide for mobile based technology monitoring and
evaluation efforts.55 The Global Observatory for eHealth (GOe) and its partners are also working to
develop M & E tools.
There is also a need to develop mHealth policy frameworks that address legal and ethical concerns.
Establishing a policy framework will promote a rights-based, legally-supported environment for MNH
mobile data collection. As researchers continue to add to the evidence base, it is crucial that they
develop these tools to facilitate widespread, effective MNH mobile data collection. 56

SECTION FIVE: CONCLUSION & KEY RECOMMENDATIONS
To address research gaps and past failures, mHealth consortiums have begun making recommendations
for mobile data collection initiatives. In particular, The Mobile Solutions Team at USAID is developing a
set of principles for mHealth project design and implementation. In the absence of widely-accepted
mHealth frameworks and standards, these recommendations can guide the design, implementation, and
evaluation of MNH data collection initiatives.

ADD TO THE EVIDENCE
Program developers should strive to use and strengthen the MNH data collection evidence base. By
taking stock of existing and past projects, new implementers can avoid repeating mistakes, make better
use of resources, and build upon the successes of others. mHealth communities and inventory listservs
increasingly provide opportunities for sharing knowledge in open forums, allowing collaborators to
adapt and improve existing tools, platforms, and methodologies. Program developers can further
strengthen the evidence base by identifying and filling research gaps with rigorous studies. Project
designs should employ impact evaluation techniques such as collection of baseline data, use of control
groups, and regular monitoring of interventions and their effects. Researchers should also select
appropriate sample sizes and disclose of study limitations. 57 It is then essential to fully and
transparently document work and share lessons learned in publications and other media, such as
mHealth Alliance HUB, Johns Hopkins Global mHealth Initiative, and K4Health.org. 58,59 If the mHealth
community can deepen and widen the evidence surrounding MNH mobile data collection, implementers
could more effectively build upon the knowledge base and generate more integrated solutions.
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USE A HUMAN-CENTERED APPROACH
Early in the project design process, program developers should seek input from intended users,
including data collectors, targeted communities, data managers, and health systems personnel at
multiple levels. By involving these stakeholders early on, designers can collaboratively assess user needs
and develop appropriate, user-based solutions. Specifically, designers can use this process to gauge user
priorities, their technological skills, potential incentive structures, cell coverage and electricity access,
literacy levels, and languages used. Each of these elements will then inform appropriate selection of
frameworks, devices, and data collection methods to maximize user-friendliness and programmatic
uptake. Program leaders should then continue to involve stakeholders in the implementation and
evaluation of mobile data collection interventions.

BUILD TO LAST
Rather than invest in one-off pilot studies, implementers should strive to design durable data collection
projects that are financially sustainable. To achieve fiscal viability, a project design must include a clear,
strong business model that realistically considers human behavior and stakeholder incentives.
Incentives should exist for data reporters, data managers, ministries of health, and partner
organizations. Many mobile data collection projects incentivize data collectors by providing them with
free cell phone minutes. A few have tested more innovative, microenterprise incentive structures, as
well. But some studies neglect to incentivize other stakeholders, such as health administrators, leading
to lack of buy-in.60 Without comprehensive incentive structures and revenue roadmaps, mobile data
collection projects often dissolve. 61 Successful business models often include mutually beneficial
partnerships with public and private organizations, such as Ministries of Health and telecommunications
companies. The birth registration partnerships with Senegal Orange and Uganda Telecom exemplify this
opportunity to collaborate and capitalize on companies’ business motives. Since access to financial
services (and mobile money) requires proof of identity, Orange and Telecom have a vested interest in
partnering with a birth registration project. This type of financial incentive increases likelihood of
continued stakeholder participation and project sustainability.
Sustainability also requires support models. 62 For a project to be administratively sustainable,
stakeholders must accept responsibility for monitoring and managing the project moving forward. To
facilitate this commitment, project leaders should cultivate local ownership and identify champions
early in the design phase. When host country stakeholders “own” projects they are more likely to
sustain them. In Zambia, for example, the Ministry of Health largely designed and runs the newly
initiated CHA mobile data collection system with donor support in selective, discrete areas. As a result,
the Ministry has committed to both administratively oversee the project and to pay the new CHA
monthly salaries.63 Implementers should develop similar revenue and support models to achieve
sustainable outcomes.

DESIGN FOR SCALE
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Conversation with Yekoyesew Worku, CHAI. July 30, 2013.
Conversation with Stephane Boyera, World Wide Web Foundation. July 17, 2013
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WHO “mHealth: New horizons for health through mobile technologies”
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Conversation with Yekoyesew Worku, CHAI. July 30, 2013.
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Project engineers should design with scale-up in mind. This requires a modular approach that conforms
to existing technological systems and lends itself to replication. First, designers should consider
emerging international standards in technology and, when possible, use open tools. But designers
should also consider national and regional standards and limitations. These include existing HMIS
technologies, in-country coding language proficiencies, availability and use of handheld devices, and
pervasiveness and capacity of telecommunications companies. By using already prevalent technical
systems, designers increase the potential for early coordination and uptake. And when well-designed
systems prove effective, stakeholders can easily replicate, scale, customize and supplement them.
Designing for scale also requires integration into existing reporting systems and procedures. The CHAIsupported Community Health Assistant (CHA) project in Zambia, for example, developed a smartphone
application that assimilates the Ministry of Health’s paper-based health form into CHA mobile devices.
In doing so, the mobile initiative builds upon existing CHA skills and practices, strengthens the current
health system, and attempts to minimize the challenges involved in the transition to a mobile data
collection system.64 It may also be possible for MNH data collection initiatives to link up with emerging
mobile vital registration systems, which a few nations are rolling out in response to the WHO drive for
civil registration. Overall, program leaders should develop data collection projects that are compatible
with national health systems and strategies, including the system technologies and legal policies. In
addition to encouraging uptake, integration with existing systems minimizes costs and resources.

USE A RIGHTS-BASED APPROACH
Project design and implementation should coincide with state and citizen rights. In observance of
national sovereignty, projects leaders should have clear, written permission to proceed in designated
areas. Recent floods of mHealth initiatives have overwhelmed governments in some target nations,
which prompted the aforementioned Uganda mHealth moratorium.65 Moreover, some states have
voiced concerns about ownership of electronic health data and are wary of data storage on “the cloud”,
where servers are based in foreign countries.66 National governments should have primary access to
data and data collection systems should be compatible with national health information systems. The
government’s access to the data reassures state rights and enables relevant state agencies to inform
policies and strategies. At the core of the security issue, of course, are the rights of private citizens.
Data collection systems should systematically protect citizens by anonymizing both their health status
and geographic locations. In our recent review of existing data collection frameworks, less than half
advertise clear privacy policies that include data encryption, and only one framework claims HIPAA
compliance. Without encryption, data is insecure while stored on phones as well as during transmission.
Most smartphones are capable of supporting secure data storage and transmission. But low-end
phones, such as basic phones and simple java-enabled phones have inadequate security capabilities, and
creating secure systems with these phones is a more complex process. This is an important
consideration for low-budget projects that tend to rely on simple phones, phone-sharing practices, and
limited technology.67 Despite the challenges, it is of utmost importance that project designers select
tools and design data collection practices that promote security, privacy and integrity.
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APPENDIX 1: DATABASE OF MNH MOBILE DATA COLLECTION PROJECTS

Implementer

Location

Project
Type

Project name

Donor

MCHIP

USAID

Kenya

Reporting

MCHIP

USAID

Malawi

Reporting

MOVE-IT Kenya

WHO

Kenya

Vital
Statistics

MOVE-IT
Rwanda

WHO

Rwanda

Vital
Statistics

Data collected
surveillance
system
to
measure
indicators related
to the quality of
MNH
service
delivery,
including training
center
data,
client-level data,
and register-level
data
surveillance
system
to
measure
indicators related
to the quality of
MNH
service
delivery,
including training
center
data,
client-level data,
and register-level
data
vital
statisticss
(birth,
death,
pregnancies,
pregnancy
outcomes)

Device
&
Framework

Data
Collector

One time
or routine

eHealth
platform

facility
workers

routine

eHealth
platform

facility
workers

routine

mobile
with
structured SMS

registration
agents (might
be CHWs)

routine

Approx.
Launch

2012

2011
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Project name

Donor

MOVE-IT
Ghana

WHO

MOVE-IT
Ethiopia
Nigeria Birth
Registration

WHO

Rapid
Rwanda

SMS

UNICEF

Rapid
Nigeria
Rapid
Malawi
Rapid
Zambia

SMS

UNICEF

Nigeria

SMS

UNICEF

Malawi

SMS

UNICEF

Zambia

UNICEF

Implementer

Location
Ghana
(northern
region)
Ethiopia
Nigeria:
almost
national
(all
but 3 states)
Musanze
district,
Rwanda

Project
Type

Data collected

Device
&
Framework

Data
Collector

One time
or routine

Approx.
Launch

Vital
Statistics

2011

Vital
Statistics
Vital
Statistics

2011

Electronic
Health
Records

Vital
Statistics
Vital
Statistics
Vital
Statistics

birth

unclear,
RapidSMS

tracks pregnancy,
reports on risks,
documents
all
ANC visits (with
reminders),
reports
births,
newborns, and
deaths
birth registration

basic phones
with a chip of
some sort

under 5 nutrition,
birth registration
birth registration,
PMCTC

registration
agents
(at
registration
center)
CHWs

routine

2011

routine,
plans for
national
roll out

2010

national
national

2009

plans
to
scale
nationally
in 2014

2010
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Project
Type

Project name

Donor

Implementer

Location

(CHA) National
Community
Health
Assistant
program

CHAI, UNDP

CHAI,
MoH,
MCDMCH
(Ministry
of
Community
Development,
Mother
and
Child)

Zambia

Reporting

Living Goods:
MAMA
messages
eHealth Nigeria

CIFF
others

Living Goods

Uganda

Vital
Statistics

Population
Council,
eHealth
Nigeria,
Population and
Reproductive
Health
Initiative
(ABUTH)

Tsibiri, Giwa
LGA,
(near
Zaria), Kaduna
State, Nigeria

Vital
Statistics

and

Data collected
regular reporting,
including general
patient
and
treatment
information. This
information
is
submitted to the
health
post,
where
it
is
aggregated with
information from
other
CHA's
within
the
catchment area
of that post, then
sent
to
the
central HMIS.
pregnancy
registration
reporting system,
but mostly for
alerts: send text
to alert near-by
health officials,
as well as the
community
midwife, when a
TBA is witnessing
a vital maternal
health event.

Device
&
Framework

Data
Collector

One time
or routine

Approx.
Launch

Feature phone
(Nokia C2)

Community
health
assistants
(CHAs)

routine

2013

field
staff
personal
phone, SMS
RapidSMS+ODK

field staff

routine

2012

TBA

routine but
part of a
limited
study

2011
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Project name

Donor

Implementer

Location

JiVita - site 1

Johns
Hopkins

Johns Hopkins
School
of
Public Health

JiVita - site 2

Johns
Hopkins

Johns Hopkins
School
of
Public Health

Midwives and
mobiles

World Vision

World Vision
ATRT
UNICEF,
UNFPA,
and
JHPIEGO
Ikatan
Bidan
Indonesia

Childcount +

Millennium
Villages
Project

northwest
rural
Bangladesh,
districts
of
Gaibandha
and Rangpur
northwest
rural
Bangladesh,
districts
of
Gaibandha
and Rangpur
Indonesia: 15
health centers
in Aceh Besar,
involving 223
midwives,
15
midwife
coordinators
and OB/GYNs
Sauri, Kenya

Project
Type

Data collected

Device
&
Framework

Data
Collector

One time
or routine

Approx.
Launch

Electronic
Health
Records

full tracking of
~130,000
pregnancies and
newborns/infants
since 2001

since
2004,
android
phones

field cadres
(hired
by
JiVita)

routine

2004

Electronic
Health
Records

full tracking of
~130,000
pregnancies and
newborns/infants
since 2001

since
2004,
android
phones

field cadres
(hired
by
JiVita)

routine

2006

Electronic
Health
Records

patient data (not
very specific)

Java-enabled

midwives

routine

2009

Reporting

malaria, diarrhea,
immunization,
and other health
interventions,
aims to register
every child. the
new "+" project
includes
maternal health
events

RapidSMS

CHWs

routine

2002
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Project name

Donor

Ca:sh

Project
Type

Data
Collector

One time
or routine

Approx.
Launch

Implementer

Location

Dimagi

pilot
in
Ballabhgarh,
India
with
population of
70,000,
10
health
workers. larger
program
in
area
of
Haryana state
Ghana, various
areas

Electronic
Health
Records

information on
ANC,
PNC,
newborn health
& immunization
(electonic
medical record)

"pocket
PC"
Compaq iPAQ™
3765

10 Auxiliary
Nurse
and
Midwives
(ANMs)

Electronic
Health
Records

ANC,
Delivery,
PNC
data,
simplified
register
sent
through
GPRS.
Also has a system
for
reporting
alerts to CHWs of
unattended
or
TBA births
births

Nokia 1680 for
sending patient
data, a call
center with a
toll
free
number
for
CHV
alerts,
MoTech
platform

nurses send
patient data,
but
Community
Health
Volunteers
send alerts

routine

2013

app that can be
applied
to
phones
any
phone
using USSD or
SMS

CKI (suggests
local chief or
doctor)
members of
community
village health
team

routine

2012

routine,
rolling out
nationally

2008

smart phones
that can handle
text messages
as well as data
capturing
in
remote
areas.

health
workers
in
charge
of
ANC/EPI care

routine for
limite
period

2010

MoTech

Gates
Foundation

Grameen

Birth
Registrations

L'Orange,
UNICEF

L'Orange,
UNICEF

Cote d'Ivoire

Vital
Statistics

Mobile VRS

UNICEF,
Uganda
Telecom
Limited

Uganda
Registrationn
Services
Bureau

Uganda

Vital
Statistics

Better Border
Health Project

Microsoft
Research

Thai-Myanmar
border area,
Suan
Phung
District

Electronic
Health
Records

Data collected

Device
&
Framework

births. deaths are
supposed to be
collected as well,
but don't appear
to be
info on ANC care
and
child's
immunization
status

2010
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Project name

Donor

Commcare in
Tanzania MVP

Liberia
Birth
Registration

UNICEF

Senegal Project

WHO

SMS Tech for
Health

Technology
for Change
International

Peru Project

Project
Type

Device
&
Framework

Data
Collector

includes patient
record of each
patient , enter
visit data for
supervision,
feedback
AND
reporting
families report
births with office
of the General
Town Chief or at
the local health
facility, and then
the
district
registrars send
birth data to
national
database
general
health
and suppliy data
(including MNH)

basic
javaenabled phone,
commcare

CHWs,
piloted with
only 5 CHWs

routine

2010

smart phones

district
registrars
(after
reporting by
family)

routine

2008

PDAs,
EpiSurveyor

health
officials
collected
from facilities

routine
monthly
over
6month
period
routine

2011

Implementer

Location

Millennium
Villages Project

Tanzania:
Mbola village
cluster

Electronic
Health
Records

National
Universal Birth
Registration
Task Force, and
the
Office/Bureau
of
Vital
Statistics,
Ministry
of
Health
and
Social Welfare
WHO,
MoH,
EpiSurveyor

Monrovia,
Liberia,
starting in 6
counties and
moving to 15

Vital
Statistics

Senegal
districts)

(10

Reporting

Ethiopia:
Amhara,
Tigray, Oromia
and Southern
regions
of
ethiopia
Callao district,
Peru

Electronic
Health
Records

data on pregnant
women, including
complications

basic mobiles,
customized
FrontlineSMS

"health
professionals"

Electronic
Health
Records

women
create
medical records
for themselves
and
register
births, status of
infants

basic phonelack of info

mothers

Universidad
Peruana
Cayetano
Heredia

Data collected

One time
or routine

routine

Approx.
Launch

unclear

2011
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Project
Type

Data
Collector

One time
or routine

Approx.
Launch

Project name

Donor

Implementer

Location

Improving
Reproductive
and
Child
health services
through ICT( eRCH4BC)

Spider
Center

Rufiji district,
Tanzania

Electronic
Health
Records

designing
an
electronic system
for collecting and
keeping records
on
Antenatal
care,
newborn
and child care

unclear

unclear,
CHWs
and
TBAs will be
involved

planned
routine,
actual
progress
unclear

2012

mHMtaani
location 1

-

USAID,
Dimagi, Core
Group

Consortium of
local
organizations:
ITIDO,
Softmed, CSSC
and National eLearning
Support Centre
(NeSC)
Pathfinder

Electronic
Health
Records

2010

USAID,
Dimagi, Core
Group

CommCare,
with decision
anc counseling
support tool
CommCare,
with decision
anc counseling
support tool
basic phones
with SMS

routine

-

data on MNH and
orphans
and
vulnerable
children.
data on MNH and
orphans
and
vulnerable
children.
data
from
RapidSMS
(maternal health
tracking,
pregnancy, risk
events, delivery,
post natal, mEdu)
and mUbuzima
(MDG
info,
mEdu)
is
consolidated in
SISCOM

CHWs

mHMtaani
location 2

Nairobi
and
Coastal
Provinces of
Kenya
Nairobi
and
Coastal
Provinces of
Kenya
unclearnational?

CHWs

routine

2008

Maternal
health
workers

routine,
sent
to
central
Community
Health Info
database

2009

Siscom

Pathfinder

Ministry
Health

of

Electronic
Health
Records
Reporting

Data collected

Device
&
Framework
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Project name

Donor

Implementer

Location

Web
Based
Maternal
Mortality
Epidemiological
Surveillance
System
(WBMMESS).

WHO
Geneva, the
Centers for
Disease
Control and
Prevention’s
Division of
Reproductive
Health/WHO
Collaborating
Center, and
USAID

e Ministry of
Social
Protection
(MSP)
of
Colombia, the
National
Institutes
of
Health (NIH),
the
Pan
American
Health
Organization
(PAHO),
CLAP/PAHO,
Georgia Tech,
NACER/CALDAS
of
the
University of
Antioquia and
Caldas
in
Colombia,
WHO Geneva,
the Centers for
Disease Control
and
Prevention’s
Division
of
Reproductive
Health/WHO
Collaborating
Center,
and
USAID

Colombia
districts)

Project
Type
(3

Vital
Statistics

Data collected
prospective, real
time data on
maternal
mortality
including death
registration,
audit
and
evaluation
of
response

Device
&
Framework
unclear

Data
Collector
unclear

One time
or routine
routine

Approx.
Launch
2012
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Project name

Donor

Implementer

Location

Mobile
birth
registration Senegal

UNICEF and
Orange
Senegal

University of
California
Santa Cruz and
the
Shehu
Idris
College
for
Health
Sciences and
Technology
(SICHST)
UNICEF
and
Orange
Senegal

Freedom Polio

Unicef,
WHO, Usaid,
17 more

Nigeria:
Demonstration
Clinic for the
Family Health
Unit
(Asibitin Yara)
in the Tudun
Wada area of
Kaduna.
Senegal
(conducting
second pilot
and hope to
roll
out
nationally)
India
(Udar
Praddesh
state)

Pilot electronic
medical
records system

ZMQ,
Group

Core

Project
Type
Electronic
Health
Records

Data collected

Device
&
Framework

information on
antenatal visits,
labor,
child
health,
immunization
and
family
planning

OpenMRS

tracks
pregnancies,
births,
and
immunizations

basic
enabled
phones

Data
Collector

One time
or routine

Approx.
Launch

clinical staff

routine as
pilot

2010

CMCs
(Community
mobilization
coordinators)

routine

2010

Vital
Statistics

Vital
Statistics

java-
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APPENDIX 2: DATA GAPS IN MATERNAL MORTALITY
To measure maternal mortality, information is needed on deaths of all women of reproductive age
(WRA), the pregnancy related status of all WRA who have died, and the cause of death. 68 There are a
variety of different potential sources for data on maternal mortality (see Figure 12), but due to
weaknesses in routine reporting and surveillance systems, data on maternal mortality in LMICs tends to
come from periodic household surveys, particularly demographic health surveys (DHSs) and national
censuses, which are conducted roughly every 5 and 10 years, respectively. These surveys are expensive
and have large confidence intervals and other methodological issues which prevent disaggregation to
sub-national levels.
Figure 12: Sources and methods for maternal mortality data

Source: adapted from Qomariyah, “A Community-based Surveillance System for Maternal Deaths in Indonesia”

68

Qomariyah, Siti Nurul. “A Community-based Surveillance System for Maternal Deaths in Indonesia.” Thesis submitted for a
degree of Doctor of Philosophy at the University of Aberdeen. February 2013.
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Routine health facility reporting and vital registration systems have the potential to provide more up-todate and detailed information on maternal mortality. Any facility-based source of information on
maternal mortality tends to miss deaths that occur outside of a formal health facility. Depending on the
context, this may be a significant portion of total deaths and will typically include the segments of the
population in the “last mile” that are missed by basic provision of health care and monitoring.
Additionally, many facility reporting systems in LMICs face a variety of issues of quality and consistency.
Vital registration systems ideally provide information on all births and deaths occurring inside or outside
of facilities. Vital registration is an important part of any health system, and there have been efforts
from a variety of organizations and governments to improve vital registration in LMICs, including
through the use of mobile technologies. One example of such efforts is the WHO’s Monitoring of Vital
Events through the use of Information Technology (MOVE-IT) initiative. Other efforts have been initiated
to create systems focused specifically on maternal mortality, like Maternal Death Surveillance and
Response (MDSR) systems.69 However, such mechanisms require not only significant human and
financial resources, but also strong health systems. In the context of limited resources and competing
priorities, it will take time for these mechanisms to mature and function effectively. In the interim, there
is a need to develop and test innovative approaches for regular, frequent data collection on maternal
death to guide programs and resource allocation. Ideally, these approaches would require fewer
additional investments in human and financial resources, and could work in situations that do not
necessarily have strong existing reporting or CHW networks. Not only can such innovative methods
begin to fill the major data gaps surrounding maternal deaths, they can also help build use of and
demand for such data among stakeholders at a variety of levels of the health system. In this way, they
could serve as a stepping stone towards more formal vital registration and MDSR systems. One example
of such innovative methods is using community key informants (CKIs) that may or may not be part of the
formal health system. The Initiative for Maternal Mortality Programme Assessment (Immpact) actually
developed a toolkit for data collection on maternal mortality data using CKIs, and piloted it in
Indonesia.70 However, there have been few efforts to examine how mobile technology could contribute
to such alternative methods for data collection.

69

See Danel, Graham, and Boerma. “Maternal death surveillance and response.” Bulletin of the World Health Organization.
2011;89:779-779A. Available at http://www.who.int/bulletin/volumes/89/11/11-097220/en/
70
Qomariyah et al. “A practical approach to identifying maternal deaths missed from routine hospital reports: lessons from
Indonesia.” Global Health Action. 2009. And Qomariyah. “A Community-based Surveillance System for Maternal Deaths in
Indonesia.” Unpublished thesis submitted to the University of Aberdeen. February 2013.
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APPENDIX 3: HOW MOBILE DATA COLLECTION WORKS
WHAT IS MOBILE DATA COLLECTION?
Mobile data collection refers to the process of directed gathering of structured information using
devices like basic mobile phones, feature phones, smartphones, tablets, or PDAs. 71 This information is
typically collected using a designed survey or series of questions.
HOW MOBILE DATA COLLECTION WORKS
Mobile data collection can take a variety of different forms. At the basic level, it involves hardware (the
mobile device), some sort of method of transmission of data (through GSM, GPRS, 3G, wifi, direct
transfer, etc.). In some cases, data collection software will also be required, especially when using
feature phones, smart phones, or tablets. Finally, a database or software is needed for data aggregation,
storage, and analysis. Figure 13 provides an overview of these components and depicts different
methods of data collection. To manage all of these functions, mobile data collection requires some sort
of framework that has been customized or developed for specific data collection activities.
Figure 13: Components of a Mobile Data Collection System

Source: adapted from Thakkar et al, Mobile Based Technology for Monitoring and Evaluation.
Mobile Frameworks

71

Humanitarian Operations in Mobile Acquisition of Data (NOMAD). “Mobile Data Collection Systems: a review of the current
state of the field.” 16 January 2011.
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In recent years, a large number of mobile frameworks have been developed that provide a variety of reusable tools specifically for data collection. There is some ambiguity in the terminology and definition of
“mobile frameworks,” but it is helpful to distinguish them from the larger mobile platforms/operating
systems (like Linux, iOS, or Android) that support a variety of mobile frameworks. It is also necessary to
distinguish mobile frameworks from the different apps and bespoke services that are found within a
mobile framework, and support a more specific function.
Figure 14: Clarified Definitions of Platforms, Frameworks, and Applications

Source: Mobile Development for Intelligence. “Scaling Mobile for Development: A developing world
opportunity (Interim Report).”
Components of a Mobile Data Collection Framework
Mobile data collection frameworks typically involve apps for data collection (depending on the hardware
and type of data transmission), as well as data aggregation and analysis. While the field is changing
rapidly, some of the major mobile data collection frameworks used for health are listed in Appendix 4,
with information on the devices they can be used on, forms of data transmission, ease of use,
functionality, and current use. Some of these frameworks are open source, including RapidSMS,
Frontline SMS, and Open Data Kit, among others. Open source means that the source code for the
framework is available to view and modify. While these frameworks are free to download and use, they
may necessitate significant development and customization (which may require organizations to hire
technical experts, depending on the level of in-house technical expertise). In some cases, open source
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software may include a requirement that any modified versions of the open source framework be
published and made freely available to uphold the open nature of the software. 72
Other frameworks, like Voxiva, Magpi (previously Episurveyor), and Dimagi (CommCare) are proprietary
frameworks, although they may include a limited free component. They typically charge initial and/or
ongoing fees but offer varying levels of customization, technical support, and potentially hosting of data.
Both open-source and proprietary frameworks are used widely for health data collection, including
MNH. An organization’s budget, in-house technical expertise, and specific data collection needs and
timeline will help them determine if an open source or proprietary framework is preferable. However, as
mentioned elsewhere, it is important that organizations choosing proprietary mobile frameworks
consider options with open standards or those that can be integrated into existing national systems and
major mHealth projects. Open standards means that software companies agree to certain conventions
that enable different programs to work together, and that some sort of tests are implemented to ensure
that those standards are met.73
In order to select or design a mobile data collection framework, it is necessary to understand the range
of possibilities available for all each component of mobile data collection, specifically the mobile device
used for data entry, the form of data transmission, and data storage and management.
Mobile Devices and Data Transmission
Project designers can choose between a variety of different mobile devices, and forms of data
transmission, each of which has advantages and disadvantages. Typically, the context of the project
location and the specific type and purpose of data collection will narrow down one or two options for
hardware and transmission methods that are most relevant, viable, and effective.74
Before making decisions about the mobile system design, one must answer key questions about the
data collection itself: what data will be collected, by whom, over what time period, and for what
purpose. Given these decisions, the choice of mobile devices (basic phones, feature phones,
smartphones, tablets) will be made alongside the decisions about the form of data transmission (voice,
SMS, IVRS, USSD, data forms. In some cases, it may be necessary to use a mobile framework that can
accommodate multiple devices and methods of data transmission to meet the varied needs and
capacities of different users. For example, in WHO’s MOVE-IT program in Kenya, the CHW that sends the
initial information about a vital event uses a basic phone with SMS, while the registration agents use a
more sophisticated feature phone to fill out a form on the event to submit to the central server and
medical office.75
While the suitability of a mobile device and form of data transmission depends on the local context and
project, the following two sections examine variation in both the types of mobile devices and the forms
72

Schwartz, Jonathan. “Open source versus open standards.” CNET, 10 April 2003. http://news.cnet.com/2010-1071995823.html
73
Ibid
74
Personal communication, Teressa Trusty. 9 July 2013
75
Personal Communication, Hillary Kapruto, 15 August 2013
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of data transmission and general advantages and disadvantages of each. Figure 15 combines options for
mobile devices and data transmission and provides an overview of some of important considerations for
designing a mobile data collection system.
Figure 15: Considerations in Selecting a Mobile Device and Form of Data Transmission
Basic phone,
Voice

Basic phone,
SMS

Basic phoneIVRS

Basic phoneUSSD

Feature
phone+forms

Smartphone+form
s

Tablet/PDA+forms

Purpose
Carrying out large, complex surveys
Carrying out multiple question surveys
Registering vital events
GIS mapping and analysis

Does not send GPS, other methods for finding location necessary

If GPS-enabled

Duration
One-time
Routine

long set-up time

large investment in hardware, maximized if reused

Scale of Implementation
Large number of formal staff
Small number of formal staff
Mainly informal respondents

staff have higher potential for training, capacity for complex functions

Good functionality May be best to limit to higher-level data users

Ubiquitous, requires minimal training

Budget
Limited hardware costs
Limited running costs

w/ human operators

arranged with mobile provider

Depends on maintenance needed, transmission method used

Local/Regional Constraints
Low literacy/numeracy of respondents
Limited network coverage
Limited mobile internet coverage
Mulitple languages/non-latin script
Limited/unreliable electricity

Store & forward

Store & forward, but requires significant memory
need alternative method of transmission
requires more frequent charging

Key
not appropriate
Possible, but not optimal
Possible
Good Match

Source: Adapted from Thakkar et al, Mobile Based Technology for Monitoring and Evaluation.

Variation in mobile devices
Basic Phones
Basic mobile phones have the advantage of being the most ubiquitous, simplest, and cheapest mobile
device. Basic Nokia handsets are the typical phone in most low-resource settings, so people are most
familiar and comfortable with this type of device. Forms of data transmission possible on basic mobile
phones include regular voice calls, SMS texts, Interactive Voice Response Systems (abbreviated IVR or
IVRS), and Unstructured Supplementary Service Data (USSD). However, one concern about using basic
mobile phones for health data collection is that it is difficult to secure patient data because basic phones
do not come with data encryption features. This is also an issue on java-enabled (J2ME) feature phones.
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Solutions can be developed to improve security on basic and J2ME phones, but this will require technical
expertise and may be less secure than what is possible on smartphones.76
Java-Enabled (J2ME) Feature Phones
Java-enabled feature phones can be a good, slightly more complex alternative to basic mobile phones.
Many feature phones, like the Nokia C2, resemble basic phones but include additional features.
Depending on the phone, this could include multimedia data collection as well as GPS location
information. Most importantly, Java applications can be used to host basic, pre-designed forms, as will
be discussed in the following section on types of data transmission. At least a GPRS signal is necessary
for transmitting data forms and other multimedia. Internet-capable feature phones (including 3Genabled phones) are increasingly common in developing markets.
Smartphones, tablets, and PDAs
Although there is growing convergence between advanced feature phones and low-end smartphones (in
price and functionality), smartphones typically offer more possibilities for complex forms than feature
phones, and larger screen size and functionality makes them more appropriate for intensive data
collection. However, smartphones are typically more expensive than feature phones. Additionally, less
than 10% of the population in developing countries owns a smartphone, and ownership is concentrated
in urban areas.77 For this reason, there is lower technical literacy and comfort with smartphones.
Although populations may be receptive to new technology (especially if it is seen to enhance status or
professionalism), smartphones will require longer and more in-depth training. It may be difficult to
purchase smartphones locally at a reasonable price. It will also be important to ensure that the
smartphone model can be maintained using local parts and labor. Although internet capability can be
useful for transmitting large data files, 3G is more limited than regular cell signals and data plans may be
prohibitively expensive. Smartphones will also require more frequent charging of the battery, which can
be difficult in areas with limited or unreliable electricity. In general, smartphones are more appropriate
for complex data collection completed by a relatively small cadre of formal, trained workers.
Tablets and PDAs are similar to smartphones but offer a larger screen size, which is important for
complex data entry. To make calls and send SMS, they will need a SIM card slot, and not all models are
GPS-capable. Tablets and PDAs face similar issues as those described for smartphones, but are typically
more expensive and require more frequent charging.
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Table 1: Variation in Mobile Devices
BASIC PHONES

FEATURE PHONES
(Java enabled)

SMARTPHONES

TABLETS & PDAS

TYPICAL COST

$15-$50

$50-$150

$150-300

$200-$400

SCREEN

Small, gray scale

Small, color

Medium-large, color

Large, color

BATTERY LIFE

Full day

Full day

Half day

8-10 hours

SMS & VOICE

Yes

Yes

Yes

Depends

BASIC FORMS

No

Yes

Yes

Yes

COMPLEX
FORMS

No

No

Yes

Yes

MULTIMEDIA

No

Depends

Yes

Yes

GPS

No

Depends
(GPS Yes
Depends
capable)
capable)
Source: adapted from Thakkar et al, Mobile Based Technology for Monitoring and Evaluation.

(GPS

Possible Forms of Data Transmission
Selecting the mobile device that will be used for data collection requires considering the best form of
data transmission. Increasingly sophisticated devices can accommodate more forms of data
transmission, but it is also important not to select a device that is more complex than is needed.
Voice Calling
A basic form of mobile data collection is regular voice calling, where data collectors simply phone-in
information as part of a regular call. The simplicity of this method has advantages – a study by Patnaik,
Brunskill, and Thies in Bihar, India is one of the few studies that examines error rates (in data entry) in
different methods of mobile data collection, specifically voice calling, SMS, and forms. The authors
found that voice calling had a significantly lower error rate than other methods. 78 For data collection,
regular voice calling will typically require setting up and staffing a call center. In addition, data collectors
will need to have access to a good cell signal to make and maintain a call. Unless an agreement is set up
with mobile providers for a toll-free number, these calls will incur a cost for data collectors. Combined
with the costs of employing call center employers, this can make voice calling one of the more expensive
methods of data transmission and aggregation (not considering hardware and software costs).
SMS
78

Patnaik, Brunskill, Thies. “Evaluating the Accuracy of Data Collection on Mobile Phones: A study of forms, SMS, and voice.”
ICTD presentation, 2009.
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One important advantage of SMS over voice calling is that data collectors do not need to have a cell
signal at the time of data entry. With SMS there is a potential to “store and forward,” where the
message is automatically saved and sent when a signal is reached. SMS data collection can involve free
form data entry (often in response to specific queries) or can be entered using specific syntax or codes
to represent information. In the first case, it will typically be necessary to employ intermediaries that
read and enter the information from the message, as it is difficult to automatically process free-form
messages. Additionally, there will typically be a character limit on text messages (older handsets have a
140 character limit). These limitations mean that this type of SMS data collection has not been
particularly successful in the past.79 In the aforementioned study by Patnaik, Brunskill, and Thies, SMS
had the highest error rate (4.5%, ten times higher than that of voice calling).80
Another strategy for using SMS for data collection is to have data collectors enter pre-determined codes
that can be automatically aggregated using a mobile framework like RapidSMS. This can overcome the
need for active reading of messages and help circumvent the issue of character limits. However, the
process of remembering and typing in codes can be confusing and time consuming if the data being
entered is too extensive or complex. This creates a high possibility for error, depending on the
complexity of the code. Setting up a system where incorrect codes automatically prompt an error
message to the data collector can help address this issue.81 SMS data collection is most appropriate for
simple information with a small number of variables, like registering a birth. It is also important to
remember that SMS are not a common form of mobile communication in many settings (See Figure 16),
especially among populations with low literacy rates or where the dominant languages are unwritten or
use an alphabet that is not well-supported on common mobile handsets. Using SMS data collection is
less appropriate in these settings. Unless agreements with mobile providers are made or unless the SIM
cards used are reverse-billing enabled, SMS will also typically incur costs for both recipients and senders
of messages.82
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Figure 16: Low rates of SMS in various contexts

Source: Mobile Development for Intelligence. “Scaling Mobile for Development: A developing world
opportunity (Interim Report).”
IVRS
IVRS and USSD are an adapted form of voice calling and SMS (respectively) that are set up through the
mobile operator. Because of the need to coordinate with third parties, these methods are not typically
a part of existing frameworks.83 An IVRS allows callers to call into a number (often a toll free number)
and respond to automated questions using either specific voice commands or the keypad. This option is
appealing because it is possible on all phones and can be used among low literacy or illiterate
populations or in settings with unwritten languages. While more complicated than voice calling, it is still
fairly intuitive, and some researchers have even experimented with using IVRS data collection with
untrained users.84 IVRS can be used to ask a chain of questions and can thus can collect more detailed,
complex information than SMS. However, setting up agreements with mobile providers can be difficult
and time consuming, especially because it will likely be necessary to work with multiple mobile
providers and to set up a toll free number with each. Designing an IVRS also takes significant technical
expertise. For these reasons, IVRS has not been used extensively, although many organizations are
interested in its potential.85
USSD
USSD sets up a real time connection during a limited-time session, allowing for more rapid
communication than is possible through regular SMS. These sessions are initiated by entering a certain
code. Most GSM phones, including basic phones, can use USSD. USSD can be an effective way to submit
multiple rounds of information or questions using either free form texting or selecting choices sent to
83
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the user during the session. Another advantage of USSD is that costs are covered by the organization
that made the original agreement with the mobile provider. This has the benefit of eliminating the need
to reimburse data collectors, particularly as slow or incomplete compensation can discourage data
collectors from submitting data. USSD is typically less expensive than SMS. However, USSD does require
that data collectors have access to a cell signal at the time of data entry, as opposed to SMS and other
data transmission which have can store and forward messages.86
Basic and Complex Forms
Many mobile data collection initiatives rely on digital forms, particularly for more complex data
collection. A variety of frameworks support digital forms, particularly DHIS Mobile and Open Data Kit,
which are used for comprehensive health reporting and Open MRS, which is used for electronic medical
records. Magpi and CommCare are other common mobile data collection frameworks that rely on data
forms. The mobile framework interface is typically used to develop forms that are then transmitted to
the mobile devices. Java-enabled feature phones, smart phones, and tablets/PDAs can all be used to fill
out, submit, and view digital forms. Depending on the mobile framework, these can typically be stored
and forwarded like SMS if there is not a cell phone service.
Basic digital forms can include basic response validation (where specific ranges or types of answers are
required), skip logic (where questions will be skipped depending on answers to previous questions), and
multiple choice questions with single or multiple selections. The ability to include controls over
responses enhances the accuracy of data and reduces errors, while skip logic can significantly cut data
entry time. Information can even be pre-loaded to further reduce entry time and the possibility for
errors. One-question display requires data collectors to focus on one question at a time to reduce
confusion. More complex forms can include even more advanced response validation, auto-correct,
post-completion review, and detailed error message functions that can significantly enhance the
accuracy of data collection.87 These complex forms can also use branching and graphical display. Java
enabled feature phones can support basic forms, but may be difficult to use given their small screen size
and limited flexibility. It is also important to consider the storage size of feature phones, especially in
cases where many forms will be stored until a cell signal can be reached. Smartphones are appropriate
for complex forms, but for longer and more intricate data collection, tablets may be necessary.88
Data storage and management
Following data collection and transmission, data will need to be aggregated and stored on a system that
allows data users to view, manage, and export the data. Data can be stored locally on a computer or
server, or stored remotely through a cloud. Decisions about storage may be influenced by national
policies, as some country governments do not want sensitive health data from their country stored on a
server outside of their borders, or may require that it is stored on one of their servers. There are many
advantages to providing remote access to at least a certain amount or level of data.
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For both remote and local data storage, the data interface serves the same basic functions of viewing,
managing, and exporting data. The data interface is a highly important component of the mobile data
collection framework, and it should be designed or customized based on the needs and preferences of
the relevant local data users and policymakers. There is significant variation in the nature of different
data interfaces, but this list addresses some of the common features and functions.











View data
o Potentially with variation by different permission levels
Sort and query different categories of data
Edit and enter data
Create and edit forms
o Depending on the nature of the hardware and data transmission
o If forms are downloaded via the internet/wifi, could include automatic uploading and
updating of forms
Basic analysis
o Charts, graphs, etc.
o Potentially automatic mapping
o Potentially basic statistical analysis
Export data
o Compatible with Excel, XML
o Potentially includes automatic and/or customizable reporting (MYSQL)
Send messages to data collectors/users
o Depending on the function of the system

The necessary features in a data interface will vary based on the specific needs of the local context and
data collection activity. However, some key features include the ability to view data at different
permission levels, the ability to sort and aggregate data at a variety of levels, and some degree of basic
analysis of data. This data analysis may include graphs, charts, and (if involved into the transmission of
data) mapping using some sort of location information. It is also important that data from the interface
can be exported into common data analysis software.
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APPENDIX 4: DATABASE OF MOBILE FRAMEWORKS
Devices

Basic Mobile
Framework
Phone
Rapid SMS
Frontlline SMS
Open Data Kit
(ODK)
Nokia
Data
Gathering

Java-enabled
Phone

Java-enabled GPS
Phone
Smartphone (OS)

Nokia S40 line

OpenXData
Epicollect
Java Rosa

Freedom Fone
geochat

(android)
Nokia S60
(symbian)

(android, iphone)
any phone with any phone with
voice and SMS voice and SMS
capability
capability

any phone with any phone with
voice and SMS voice and SMS
capability
capability

DevInfo

PDA (& above)

Network
type/Channel
used
GSM(SMS)
GSM(SMS), STK

Direct uploading
of data also
possible

3G, Wifi
GPRS, Wifi
GSM(SMS), GPRS,
Bluetooth
GPRS, Wifi, 3G
GSM(SMS), GPRS
GSM,VoIP, ISDN,
PSTN
GSM, Wifi, 3G
PDA sticks, email

yes (only method
besides email)

(android,
windows - not 7
or 8)

CyberTracker
OpenMRS

J2ME enabled

J2ME enabled

DHIS Mobile
IMOGENE
Satellife
GATHERdata and
GUIDE

Best with Nokia

best with Nokia

uses OpenRosa

GSM(SMS), GPRS,
Wifi
Android
Android 1.6

GSM(SMS), GPRS

GSM, wifi
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Devices

Framework
Voxiva
(Health
Connect)
Magpi (formerly
Episurveyor)

Basic Mobile
Phone

Java-enabled
Phone

Java-enabled GPS
Phone
Smartphone (OS)
(Android,
Blackberry)

Windows mobile
6.1+,
Android
1.6+,
Nokia
Symbian1+,
iphone,
opera
mobile
Android 2.3+
tablets, netbooks

Acquee
Arthify

Poimapper
CommCare
(Dimagi)
EMIT (Capture)

Android

Telerivet

Direct uploading
of data also
possible

SMS,
GSM(SMS), GPRS,
Wifi, 3G

3G, Wifi

yes

Wifi, cell network

yes. Also, data
can be reviewed
and synced from
database
or
devices

GPRS
GPRS

ie. Nokia E5
(windows mobile,
blackberry)

Mobenzi
Echo Mobile

Geopoll

PDA (& above)

Network
type/Channel
used

any phone with any phone with
voice and SMS voice and SMS
capability
capability

any phone with any phone with any phone with
voice and SMS voice and SMS voice and SMS
capability
capability
capability
(Android) Admins
can use to send
out mass SMS

GSM(SMS), GPRS,
Wifi, 3G
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Data Input Features
Framework

SMS (including Voice
text forms)
(IVR)

Rapid SMS
Frontlline SMS
Open Data Kit
(ODK)
Nokia
Data
Gathering

OpenXData
Epicollect

calling
Basic Form

no
not mentioned

no

no

not mentioned

validation and skip logic, single
and multiple select, dropdown
list, data range enforcement
mult choice, radio buttons
more complicated forms
including skip logic can be
coded manually

not mentioned

geochat
DevInfo

CyberTracker

Voice menus
and leave a
message
functions
using Verboice,
record
messages or
IVR
customizable
icon interface
for low-literacy

Images
no
no

mult choice, skip logic.
cascading questions with kobo
toolbox
multiple selections, radio
buttons, and skip patterns

Java Rosa

Freedom Fone

Complex Form (mult choice,
qual data, skip logic)

Audio
can capture
audio
no

Other

video, barcode
(for
supply
management)
no
if multimedia
phones
purchased

if multimedia
phones
purchased
no

Video
multimedia
phones
purchased

multiple choice
no form
functions
discussed

qual data, radio lists w/
customizable icon interface
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if

Data Input Features
Framework

SMS (including Voice
text forms)
(IVR)
users

IVR
IVR (can be
used on public
phones)

Images

Audio

Other

video

barcode
scanners

unclear

with Ushahidi
SMSSync

customizable
IVR

Arthify
Poimapper

EMIT (Capture)

Complex Form (mult choice,
qual data, skip logic)

video, barcodes

Acquee

CommCare
(Dimagi)

Basic Form

more complex logic possible if
using HTML

OpenMRS
DHIS Mobile
IMOGENE
Satellife
GATHERdata
and GUIDE
Voxiva (Health
Connect)
Magpi
(formerly
Episurveyor)

calling

SMS
communication
and simple SMS
surveys
with
CommConnect

mult choice, radio buttons, qual
data
skips, loops, piping, pre-filled,
referenced data
qual data

Possible,
developed
basic
forms
application with include
more complicated forms with
MoTECH.
multiple choice data validation possible
skip
logic,
compulsory
questions option, radio button,
not mentioned
drop down list, text

w/ free
Android app
(ODK-based)

video, barcodes
video

video, barcodes
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Data Input Features
Framework

Mobenzi
Echo Mobile

Geopoll
Telerivet

SMS (including Voice
calling
text forms)
(IVR)
Basic Form
not currently,
but
may
develop

Complex Form (mult choice,
qual data, skip logic)
multiple selections, radio
buttons, and skip patterns
available

mult choice, open
ended,
rating,
numberic
recorded
SMS-based
surveys

mult choice, skip logic

mult choice

Images

via wap

Audio

via WAP or IVR

Other

video via wap

via wap
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Ease of Use & Cost

Framework

Turnkey
installations
Forms can be Forms can be
(minimal tech created w/out easily
required)
coding
modified

RapidSMS

no

Frontlline
SMS

no

Open Data
Kit (ODK)

no

not usually

Data is compatible
w/ other platforms
(excel, CSV, Google
tools, etc.)

CSV, Excel

CSV, Excel

CSV, Excel, XML,
kml,compatible with
Google tools, Rhiza
Insight

Database works
with multiple OS
(Mac, Windows, Data retention Data owned
Linux)
in dead zones
by user
Associated Costs
free to download
and use, but will
require
*significant*
configuration
possible to set
and
this up, but not
implementation
Linux (Ubuntu)
typical
services
data owned free to download
by user but and use, but will
should look require *some*
closely at
configuration
Google
and
*may*
Windows, Mac
privacy
require
OS, Linux
terms
development
free to download
and use, but wil
can download
require
offline, but
configuration
manually sent
and may require
Any
afterwards
development.
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Ease of Use & Cost

Framework

Nokia Data
Gathering

Turnkey
installations
Forms can be Forms can be
(minimal tech created w/out easily
required)
coding
modified

no

unclear

unclear

Data is compatible
w/ other platforms
(excel, CSV, Google
tools, etc.)

CSV, Excel

Database works
with multiple OS
(Mac, Windows, Data retention Data owned
Linux)
in dead zones
by user
Associated Costs

Windows, Mac
OS, Linux

OpenXData

CSV, SPS

works on any, but
installer
only
available
for
Windows.

Epicollect

CSV, XML

Any (web)

Java Rosa

can write own,
use existing
templates, or
use a form
designer like
ODK Build

CSV, KML, XML,
google tools if using
ODK Aggregate
(Excel or Access)

works on
Windows (XP,
Vista, 7).
Validator works
on Mac OSx

runs w/out
sync module
but won't
resume sync if
interrupted

no/unclear

unclear

free to download
and use, but will
require *some*
configuration
and
*may*
require
development.
free to download
and use. Some
configuration ,
*may* require
additional
development.
free to download
and use, but will
require *some*
configuration
and
*may*
require
development

free to download
and use
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Ease of Use & Cost

Framework

Turnkey
installations
Forms can be Forms can be
(minimal tech created w/out easily
required)
coding
modified

Freedom
Fone

CSV

geochat

OpenMRS

Database works
with multiple OS
(Mac, Windows, Data retention Data owned
Linux)
in dead zones
by user
Associated Costs
free to download
and use. The
GSM device will
Debian and
require
some
Ubuntu Linux
configuration
operating
(may not need
systems
experts)

KML, GeoRSS(XML(

XLS, HTML, PDF, CSV
and XML

DevInfo

CyberTracke
r

Data is compatible
w/ other platforms
(excel, CSV, Google
tools, etc.)

not
mentioned,
likely

(Microsoft Excel,
XML, HTML, ESRI

XML, HTML,
Microsoft Infopath

Only works with
Windos OS
(Windows CE,
Windows Mobile)
Windows
2000/XP/2003/Vi
sta/Windows
7/Windows 8,
Apple MacOSX
using Crossover
Any (web-based)
with Java
Runtime
Environment,
unless using
Infopath, then
must use
Microsoft

no

unclear

free to download
and use. Other
costs unknown

yes

free to download
and use. Other
costs unknown

with SD card

unclear

possible

yes,
depending
on national
laws

free to download
and use. Other
costs unknown
free to download
and use, but
requires
significant
support to install,
configure,
and
manage. working
on a more user61

Ease of Use & Cost

Framework

DHIS Mobile

IMOGENE
Satellife
GATHERdata
and GUIDE

Turnkey
installations
Forms can be Forms can be
(minimal tech created w/out easily
required)
coding
modified

standard forms
can be easily
adapted in
basic ways, but
creating
custom forms
requires coding

and user's
phones
automatically
updated

Data is compatible
w/ other platforms
(excel, CSV, Google
tools, etc.)

XML, Excel, also
works with OpenMRS

Excel, raw XML
XML (maybe others
as well)

Database works
with multiple OS
(Mac, Windows, Data retention Data owned
Linux)
in dead zones
by user
Associated Costs
friendly version

any that supports
Java servlets
Windows, Mac or
Linux, but only
with Android 1.6
devices

unclear

free to download
and use, but will
require support.
"Hosted"
managment
is
paid
and
provides support,
storage on a
remote server,
data
encryption.See
Bao Systems for
a quote.
free to download
and use. Other
costs unknown
free to download
and use. Other
costs unknown
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Ease of Use & Cost

Framework

Voxiva
(Health
Connect)

Turnkey
installations
Forms can be Forms can be
(minimal tech created w/out easily
required)
coding
modified
Voxiva either
configures an
existing
standard
solution or
yes, on easybuilds new
to-use web
product
interface

"can export data to
various programs"
for analysis and
mapping (no details)

tab delimited text,
MS Access. Adjusting
the system to permit
exporting to Google
Maps/Earth. Now
requires using
batchgeo

Magpi
(formerly
Episurveyor)

Acquee

Data is compatible
w/ other platforms
(excel, CSV, Google
tools, etc.)

web
application w/
no installation

Designer
Desktop
application

Excel, CSV, Google
maps

Database works
with multiple OS
(Mac, Windows, Data retention Data owned
Linux)
in dead zones
by user
Associated Costs

not mentioned

not mentioned

see
comment

Any (web)

Any (web)

not
mentioned

w/ free
Android app
(ODK-based)

yes

fee structure not
disclosed
free
to
download, but
$5000-$10000
per
year
to
operate beyond
basic
level
(depending
on
number
of
uploads,
team
features,
and
storing data on
your own server)
Fees for data
submissions
(<50/month
is
free),
privacy
settings,
SMS
packs,
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Ease of Use & Cost

Framework

Turnkey
installations
Forms can be Forms can be
(minimal tech created w/out easily
required)
coding
modified

Arthify

questionnaires
can be
downloaded

Poimapper

Form builder
module (webbased)

CommCare
(Dimagi)
EMIT
(Capture)
Mobenzi

unclear

unclear

can build own
or use existing

unclear

unclear

unclear

Data is compatible
w/ other platforms
(excel, CSV, Google
tools, etc.)

Database works
with multiple OS
(Mac, Windows, Data retention Data owned
Linux)
in dead zones
by user
Associated Costs
Free download
but pay to use
unless
sharing
data. Costs range
from
$201950/month
(most expensive
XML, CSV, web-based
includes
own
APIs
unclear
not addressed
yes
server)
Excel, Word, SPSS,
Pricing based on
Google Earth, ArcGIS
subscription OR
and other common
offline and
transactions;
apps
Any (web)
online support
unclear
Free trial
free
to
download, but
$0.75 per user
per
month
beyond 20 users.
Also additional
costs for feature
development and
any. can also do
support
SMS install of
($25,000Excel, XML (Xforms)
CommCareODK
unclear
$100,000)
saved on
Pricing structure
unclear
unclear
phone
no
unavailable
CSV, Excel, XML, Json
no/unclear
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Ease of Use & Cost

Framework

Turnkey
installations
Forms can be Forms can be
(minimal tech created w/out easily
required)
coding
modified

Data is compatible
w/ other platforms
(excel, CSV, Google
tools, etc.)

Echo Mobile

Geopoll

Custom
creation, web
application
available Sept
2013

Telerivet

via web

yes
pre-made
templates

yes
w/in
templates

excel, CSV, API XML
Excel, CSV

Database works
with multiple OS
(Mac, Windows, Data retention Data owned
Linux)
in dead zones
by user
Associated Costs
Fees
per
respondent/ data
submission
yes, but
Cost per
doesn't
completed
transmit
survey. Includes
personally
airtime
identifiable
incentives,
user
SMS/Voice cost,
data(mobile cell site location
number,
look-up, and
precise
users
yes
cloud based
location)
identification
Fees are tiered
Any (web)
by size of project
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Functionality

Framework

Facilitates 2-way
communication
GPS

RapidSMS

no

not
mentioned

Frontlline SMS

Open Data Kit
(ODK)

Epicollect

Automatic
Analysis
(specify)

no

graphs

no

automatic
mapping

Nokia
Data
Gathering

OpenXData

Automatic
mapping

no

no

Integrated
Reporting Tools

Stored on a Secured
server
data
server

no

edit, and
manage,
export

unclear
exportable data
and
autogenerates a
report
using
SQLite format

automatic
charts and
graphs

manage,
visualize,
export and
publish

just exportable
data

unclear
if
GPS
enabled
phones
used

charts

Interactive
interface
view, edit,
export

unclear
unclear
edited,
filtered, and
exported (one
form at a time) exportable data
view,
filter,
edit,
time
slider on map,
Google
chat
panel
no, exportable

Payment
application
not
mentioned

not
not
mentioned
mentioned
passwordbased
permissions,
but data not
encrypted
not
on server.
mentioned
password
protected,
can create
encrypted
not
server
forms
mentioned
passwordsprotected,
stored locally, needs addtl not
Tomcat
security
mentioned
local or server
Cloud,
VM,
Tomcat, AWS
(ODK
aggregate) Can
also be stored
locally

cloud
device's
internal
database

or

no

not
mentioned
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Functionality

Framework

Facilitates 2-way
communication
GPS

Java Rosa

with mesh4x addon

Freedom Fone

audio only,
administrator
cannot send text

Automatic
mapping

Automatic
Analysis
(specify)

if GPS
enabled
phones
used

no

view and
export only

n/a

tables
only

yes

charts,
mapping,
maps,
analyze
resource
allocation,
buffer
feature
asseses

geochat

DevInfo

yes

Interactive
interface

View, minimal
editing and
filtering, and
export
view data and
messages,
map, send
messages,
create groups

yes, many
different
filtering,
managment,
and analysis
functions

Integrated
Reporting Tools

none

none

no

Stored on a Secured
Payment
server
data
application
Can store on
ODK aggregate
(google cloud)
or
Dimagi
server
not
(DataHQ)
unclear
mentioned
password
protected,
voice
stored locally channel
is
or remotely encrypted.
and accessed sweeper to
through
an erase
external
IP confidential
not
address
information.
mentioned
login
only,
assign
different
roles (admin,
not
Cloud
user)
mentioned

situation report
using a wizard.
autogenerates
reports
(MS
Access,
SQL
Server, MySQL,
SQL
Server
Express)
Local

Greater
security with
local storage
and
direct
download
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Functionality

Framework

Facilitates 2-way
communication
GPS

CyberTracker

OpenMRS

DHIS Mobile

can send alerts to
users

multiple
GPS
functions
possible,
not
discussed
much and
not easily
accessible
in
database

Automatic
mapping

Automatic
Analysis
(specify)
affected
pop

generates
"patrol"
maps
showing
data
collector
movement

tables,
maps

no

only
tables and
reports

yes,
compatible
with
Google

charts,
graphs

Interactive
interface

Integrated
Reporting Tools

Stored on a Secured
server
data

Payment
application

"advanced"
filtering,
editing/deletin
g, exporting,
graph creation

administrators
can create and
manage reports
(not
autogenerated)

(such
as
MSQL,
Microsoft SQL not
Server)
mentioned

not
mentioned

password
protected
and
encrypted
with hosted
view, manage, generic
and
management
outlier
customized
(paid),
analysis,
reports (MySQL, possible with password
customize
asper Reports, managed
and
reports
BIRT, iReport)
hosting (paid) encrypted
view, filter,
manage,
export data

reports
generated with
MySQL
Tomcat

not
mentioned

not
mentioned
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Functionality

Framework

Facilitates 2-way
communication
GPS

Automatic
mapping

Automatic
Analysis
(specify)

only filtering
and exporting

IMOGENE

Satellife
GATHERdata
and GUIDE

Platform

Voxiva
(Health
Connect)

Interactive
interface

Facilitates 2-way
communication
GPS

Automatic
mapping

includes
analysis of
data
outliers or
triggers
Automati
c Analysis
(specify)
formulae/
rules/
algorithms
can be
created
(may
require
fee or
tech skills)

Integrated
Reporting Tools

Stored on a Secured
Payment
server
data
application
password
protected
with varied
autogenerates a
privileges.
report
using
No
PostgreSQL
locally
encryption
not
format
(Tomcat)
mentioned
mentioned
info/news
as reward
secure, but
for
tools
for
need more reporting
reporting
cloud
information
instead

Interactive
interface

Integrated
Reporting Tools

Stored on a
server
Secured data

Payment
application

admins
can
view, analyze,
export
realtime data (grid
views, maps,
charts)

data can be
tagged and
encrypted;
detailed user
log reports;
admins
can on
Voxiva's HIPAA
create reports
server
compliant

not
mentioned
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Functionality

Framework

Magpi
(formerly
Episurveyor)

Acquee

Arthify

Poimapper

Facilitates 2-way
communication
GPS

Automatic
mapping

Automatic
Analysis
(specify)

unclear

charts,
basic
statistical
analysis
(mean,
range)
graphical
analysis (if
not
automatic
, it's userfriendly)

not mentioned
advanced
geolocatio
n tracking
w/ Google
Maps

charts
automatic
automatic
generatio
generation n of tables
of maps for for
filtered
filtered
data
data

Interactive
interface

Integrated
Reporting Tools

nothing
mentioned
beyond
viewing and
exporting

auto-generated
reporting

Admin can
view, filter,
delete, and
export realtime data

Automatic
summary
preview report

unclear
admins can
view, filter,
edit, export,
and report on
data

GIS or other
customizable
reports

Stored on a Secured
Payment
server
data
application
128
bit
encryption
and
password
protected.Als
o uses an
extended
validation
Cloud
certificate.

encrypted
(but have to
server (hosted pay
for
by Acquee)
secure users)
can be stored password
on own server protected
or Fieldata's and
site
encrypted

locally
Can
generate cloud
reports
with (Amazon
visualizations
hosting)

not
mentioned

or

encrypted

not
mentioned
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Functionality

Framework

CommCare
(Dimagi)

EMIT
(Capture)

Facilitates 2-way
communication
GPS

learning tools for
CHWs, and
reminders

unclear

Mobenzi
Echo Mobile

Automatic
mapping

(for
capable
phones)

if GPS
enabled
phone
(Nokia E5)

unclear

Automatic
Analysis
(specify)

yes, charts
and
graphs, as
well as
case
reports

unclear

Interactive
interface

Integrated
Reporting Tools

view, filter,
export,
customize
reports

case
activity
reports
and
other
customizable
reports. Dimagi
also offers the
Active
Data
Management
(ADM) service

view, edit,
export

can
generate
reports (most
incur fees)

Stored on a Secured
Payment
server
data
application
Password
protected,
encrypted,
andhas
a
function for
deidentifying
information
to
protect
Cloud
anonymity
can
purchase/a
dd bundles
to phone
(not
remotely)
and restrict
downloadi
unclear
unclear
ng

no
unclear
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Functionality

Framework

Facilitates 2-way
communication
GPS

Geopoll

location is
calculated
via
cell
tower.
Available in
yes, avaialble in select
all
countries countries
except
North in Africa &
Korea.
Asia

Telerivet

unclear

Automatic
mapping

mapping
currently
manual,
automated
mapping
available
Sept 2013
of message
history and
contacts
(not
necesarily
message
content)

Automatic
Analysis
(specify)

Interactive
interface

charts and
graphs, as
well
as view,
case
filter/drillreports
down

Limited
data
analysis

Integrated
Reporting Tools

Stored on a Secured
server
data

customizable
reporting

Cloud

manage data
from Android.
local or cloud

Payment
application
integrated
airtime
credit
distributio
n available
for
over
100
countries.
Mobile
128
bit money
encryption
integration
and
also
password
available
protected.
but limited

encrypted,
mesh systems
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Current Use
Framework

Use in countries considered for our
study
MNH Projects
Uganda (UReport, mTrac), Nigeria
High/Medium (Birth Registration), Kenya (ChildCount MOVE-IT vital events registry
(unclear)
Millenium Villages Project)
(Rwanda), eHealth (Nigeria)
Prevalence

Additional
Projects

Relevant

Health

Project Mwana (Zambia, Malawi),
Jokko (West Africa)
15 countries mostly in subFrontlline SMS
High
Nigeria, Kenya
saharan Africa
Tanzania to triage children under many,
SARPAM for
drug
5 and to collect maternal health availability in 8 countries,DTanzania,
Mozambique,
Uganda data (D-Tree) and India to Tree to identify and treat
Open Data Kit
(many), Kenya (2), Nigeria, India provide birthing assistance for severely malnourished children
(ODK)
High
(several)
health workers (PATH)
(Zanzibar).
Brazil dengue project; access to
meds in Zimbabwe; Ecuador
Nokia
Data
Kenya (drought, farming, birth
access to care; Project partners
Gathering
Medium/Low registry),Uganda (drought)
no
include FAO, UNICEF, Plan
Mozambique (by cell-life), Uganda Ghana, collects various data Interesting long-term, large scale
(Makarere
University,
school from community health clincs study on transmission of MDRTB
OpenXData
Medium/High attendance), India (Hansdrel)
(MoTech)
(Socios en Salud and Bonvaya)
Epicollect
Low
Little info on current projects
Tanzania (used to triage patients,
Java Rosa
Dimagi)
Kenya (3), Uganda,Tanzania (multiple
Freedom Fone
High
radio stations)
MoH-Cambodia, Thailand uses to
report disease & keep contact
with CHWs, exchange info
geochat
Unclear
unknown
between facilities
used primarily for disaster
response (e.g., earthquake in
DevInfo
Unclear
unknown
Bhutan, tsunami in Sri Lanka)
Rapid SMS
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Current Use
Framework

Prevalence

Use in countries considered for our
study

CyberTracker

High

All 6

OpenMRS

High

DHIS Mobile

High

IMOGENE

unclear/low

MNH Projects

no
eMNH medical records in
Nigeria. MVP project in Malawi
and other countries for CHWMNH care (see ChildCount).
Grameen is capturing data on
Uganda (6), Tanzania (5) Kenya (4) ANC, PNC, and CWS in Ghana
Nigeria (2) India (1)
using MoTech
pilot use for MCH data collection
in Sri Lanka, Used to support
SMGL in Uganda, part of the
Kenya,Nigeria, Tanzania, Uganda, Rwandan
ehealth
system
India, Mozambique
providing data on maternal care

Uganda to collect routine health
Medium,
information (AED Satellife, Dimagi,
Satellife
need more HealthNet), and Mozambique, data Used for women's reproductive
GATHERdata and project
from health centers and on Malaria health service provision and
GUIDE
information (GoM, AED Satellife, IDRC)
logistics in Mexico
AMUA,
Marie
Stopes
Voxiva
(Health
India (AESSIMS and Tamil Nadu Health International (Kenya), Text4baby
Connect)
Medium
Watch), Kenya (AMUA, Marie Stopes)
(United States)
High
(in
Tula Salud uses to improve health
Magpi (formerly >170
delivery for mothers and children
Episurveyor)
countries)
Kenya-(2) Nigeria-(2) Tanzania
(Guatemala)
Acquee
Low/Unclear: Little info about current projects
Geopoll

Additional Relevant
Projects
used primarily for
tracking

Health
wildlife

Many, focus is on health

adopted for the National Health
Information
System
in
Bangladesh and Tanzania
surveillance and reporting of TB
and MDRTB in Georgia (MoH)
Uganda
and
Mozambique
interesting comprehensive data
collection with exchange of info
to CHWs
used primarily to (1) send SMS
messages to patients and (2)
gather disease data
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Current Use
Framework

Poimapper

CommCare
(Dimagi)

EMIT (Capture)
Mobenzi
Echo Mobile

Geopoll
Telerivet

Use in countries considered for our
Prevalence
study
High
(but Kenya (several M&E projects), Nigeria/
less
than Kenya/ DRC (Tearfund MNH project
half
are scheduled for 2013); India (Biocon
healthprojects - oral cancer, anemia, child
related)
malnutrition)
India-ASHA program, Tanzania-several
health, one MNH, Mozambiqueemergency procedures among CHWs
High
(Dimagi)

Low
Medium
High

Medium

unclear
Kenya, Nigeria, Tanzania, Uganda
Kenya, Uganda, Tanzania
Has over 15% of the population in its
database by mobile number in Kenya,
Uganda, Tanazania, Nigeria. GeoPoll is
available in India & Mozambique

MNH Projects

Additional
Projects

Relevant

Health

Tearfund MNH Project (Malawi)

Plan Thailand TB surveillance,
Research Solutions Africa (market
research - but in 20 countries)

Used to support CHWs to identify
and respond to maternal
emergency signs (Tanzania)
HIV Project (South Africa Health
Ministry), Note: EMIT was
Mothers2Mothers
(Lesotho, specifically designed for M&E of
Malawi)
CHWs
Saving Newborn Lives (PMTCT)
Philani Mentor Mothers Project

Implementers include World
Bank, African Development Bank,
UNDP, WFP, Global Pulse, BBG,
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